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Chevalley, in his M odern i li h I ovel" calls
literature a translation of life* If it is rest art
that translation will also be the expression and the
interpretation of reality. A national literature is "an
expression, more or less ;ermanent, of the changing thought
and feeling of a people".
In attempting a study of any phase of Russian
literature it is necessary to attempt also a certain historic
treatment of the development of that literature. "A Irnowledge
of the conditions under which the modern Russian spirit has
developed is an indispensable preliminary to a. ^ust ajirecia-
tion of its literature."* Such a study claims special atten-
tion because of the "peculiar character" of the literature of
Russia, "the hi h humanity of its content, its naturalness
and sincerity, its soaring ideolism, the depth and pathos of
its effects, and the significance it claims in the mental
life of the nation".** "Literature has been in Russia the
battle-field where all the battles of profTers have been
fought. There is in Russia no representative government
•nere political opinions may stru^-le for recognition; no
* Bruc&ner, A Literary I i story of Russia,
**A Literary history of Russia, Eruclmer, 1,1.

...
public orinion based on tradition and class interest, so
literature alone is the medium for advancin~ socia.1 and
political ideas. Scientific treatises reach but a few
of the nation, so belles-lettres proper have in i.ussia
lecome the means for inculcating and propagating: truths,'
"To Englishmen or -rerchmen, Germans or Italians, polite
literature is only one form for the expression of I; tional
feelinj and thou 2.t: to the intclli;.;ci.t i.ussi an, without
a free press, without the liberty of assembly, without the
ri^-ht to free expression of opinion, literature became the
last refuse of his freedom of thou ht, the only means of
propagating higher ideas. He expected arid demanded of his
country's literature not merely aesthetic recreation; Le
placed it at the service 01 every tldng noble and ood, of
his aspirations, 01 the enli /htenine and emancipation of
the siirit."**
Just as it is impossible to understand the theatre
of Ireland, or the v/ri tings of "Yeats, 3yn~e,or Lady Gregory
-i'hout :-.o:r.e >no'/led e o^ Irish nistory and the meaning of
Irish rationalism, so is' it impossible to understand the
volumes that we call i.ussian Literature uitfjout a knowledge
of how that literature is a product of the nation's political
end social history.
Yeats, in defining a national literature, lias claimed
t..at "it is the ./orx of v/riters who are moulded b; influences
* An Anti:olO{-;y of hussian Literature, V jI.II, Leo iener.
**A Literary iiistory of ..ussia, Bruckner, p.l.
i.
3.
that are moulding their country, and who write out of so
deer | U£| that they are accepted there in the end".
"Hardly any literature ecuals the hussian in
reproducing the spiritual stru~;;les oi Ken, and few estera
writers have been as -.lllii..; as their ' ussian colleagues
to co aown to the very bottom of everyday existence and to
scrutinize the economic, the social, and the political life
of their country. This nal.es tftMlon literature a valuable
object of atudy not only as art, but also as the surest road
to the aiders tanding of the i ussian peoj.le and I ussian con-
ditions.
ecause Russia is a very old country she ives to
her literature, hich Is new, a serenity Mst strength that
the literature of a nev; country does not ossess. Ten cen-
turies of bac^^ound, colorful and drab, she offered her
literary men.
The Russian federation of states, and the history
of the Russian people as a people, ro baclc to the ninth cen-
tury* There we find inherent qualities and national traits
that seek for expression even in the deepest loom of Russia's
later life. a. or in its early history Kussia was not an
autocratic empire. The old, ori inal ; ucsia was as colorful
as a Safest setting for the Russian Ballet* The people were
aj.
,
noisy, vital, intensely emotional, loving life and living
fully.
'Russian Literature, Glgin.
r
The Russians are a .unique people. hey have
inherited no definite civilization. Ihe "humanistic
culture" of the I editerranean left them untouched. hile
the enaiss; r.ce was moving across Luror.e, Russia was under
the whip of the Tartars. xien other nations were stirred
"by the euomat ion, I.ussia MM under the yol-e of Orthodoxy.
The influences which later moved in upon I.ussia, largely
throu-h the efforts of leter the Great, moved across the
surface of Russian life, chanin; little, if at all, the
funuamental tone of the nation. Later influences, the
. rench Revolution, aid even the reat ar, changed chiefly
the outward a pearance of Russia. fxhe £reat mass of the
people remained in thought and principle very much as they
had been before the days of leter the ^reat. This per-
manency of character is the result of race mixtures and the
conditions governing the Russian's development.
The intensely individual quality of hussian
literature, and of Russian music and art as well, can be
explained only by a study of the things that went toward the
making of the Russian peo] le. The i ussian is characterised
by a deep, brooding introspection which flares occasionally
in'0 a brilliant flame. Re dreams, and his dreams are
colorful and full of fancy. He is impulsive, capable of
^xeat strength and great courage, yet he taxes the line of
least resistance. .hen he sin^s, he o:ten shouts; when he
dance s, he stamps; when he drinis, he drinks too much.
cc
5He is resourceful cud cautious, cunning in his evasion of
the power of those in authority, yet sullen and hopeless
v/hen forced to submit, he is deeply relirious, full of
superstition and love of the mysteries* Le is "ivcn to
much thought and little speech, he is an idealist and a
realist. He is, indeed, an individualist. The Celtic
quality of the Slav, the love of "beauty and capacity for
•otion, is strong in him. In his melancholy we hear
akrain the old Celtic refrain, "They went forth to battle,
cut they always fell' . Yet these Jlavs are let;s variable
than the Celts, more practical, 'more permanent in their
moods" • The stolid quality of the iinns added to the
temperament of the ~lav made the Great hussian. 'he result
of such a fusion was a creature of inexhaustible vitality
and chlld-lile simplicity, possessed of a "steadiness of
patient purpose", never hurried, never surprisea, "fresh
in fancy, broken to patience"* The Russian is fatalistic
without "my captious blaming of lio idence. In 1 ussia
one has no right to expeet that everything vd.ll run smoothly".
Sir Bernard >ares believes the i ussian peo lc to jossers
instincts which make for greatness; an instinct of order,
an instinct of faith in Christianity, and an Instinct of
life and labor.
To explain the laissian we must look at the country
in which he has lived, for he is, in many respects, the
product of his environment. Russia, situated between Europe
-
and .sia, has "been a melting pot and. a "battle iield for
Occidental and Oriental, cultures. It has iurni3hed an
arena whereon the Eastward and estward-moving nations of
the orK might meet, and it has suffered accordingly.
The topography of the country has exerted a powerful in-
fluence in the developnent of the Russians. Only a "strong
national character" held the people together, and this
national character had as its bac3:bone the "instinct for
brotherhood and solidarity".* Because there are no frontiers
the land has been open to attack* Old Russia boasted no
seaeoast, and consequently her people were driven to
aggressive migrations and oncuest. The rivers furnished
the best means for commerce and for communication with the
outside world. Along the rivers clustered the early colonies
"The territorial growth of : ussia like that of ^.reneh America
is largely a river history." liinitive settlements were
made along the Dnieper from the Black Sea to the Baltic Sea.
Along the rivers the people moved, touching life, aeveloping
a social consciousness* This longing for society, which
kept the Russian ever on the move, and which developed the
habit of migration, is the basis of socialism as Kussis
conceives it. There ./ere other reasons, however, for in-
stability. The weather was not ti le to permanence of
location* The short summer demanded tremendous effort if
;.r.; a Tieulturcl success '..-ore to be c:r 9* t*J . n4 c iter-
ti.at brief summer came the long winter, given to musing and
*Kussia ...- a ...eiorm, ~ir . crnard 3 - res.
r<
ucontemplation, to idleness and dreamin • In the -Teat forests
there were dangers, aiA there was awful loneliness. ™he soil,
too, wa.s not t artieularly fertile, and the yielc of the
harvest was small. In the r.orth were the frozen plains of
Siberia, in the middle of Russia the deep forests, and in
the South the shallow blacfc soil of the Steppes. So the
Russian moved about, putting down no permanent roots anywhere*
This moving and unsettled condition, lo^ether with the con-
stant menace of invaders, did not iurnish the permanency
and stability out of which literature develops. It was this
conspiracy of natural iorces, this driving of the i ussie r:
from one place to another, that oir iernard lares considers
a definite cause of l ussia's reatest problem, the proMcm
of serfdom, feudalism such as huropi Irnew could not exist
in Russia because in any workable feudal system the peasant
must be fixed to the land. In Russia there ni an enormous
amount 01 land and lots of room in which to move, so the
people drifted irom ^lace to place.
It was the effort of the Russian 'rinces to fix
the people to the land, to break up their nomadic habits,
that changed to so Teat a decree the character of the
people. Old ussia was democratic, and the people lived
a free, rather romantic life. In those earliest days the
woman was an Amazon type, a fearless fighter and Cv natural
leader. It was the woman, not the man, ho was the head of
the family. ith the establishment of the patriarchal

s: s-feni 'Tomans place changed. lTnder Byzantine and Tartar
influence, she lost entirely her old place of power. By
deprivin- woman of her proper place as teacher of her
children, i^ussia lost one oi' its irreatest opportunities
for education. !The mental and moral life of vjoman de;*enerat
ed and she became a mere vassal, fit only to bear and brine
up slaves. In the earliest days the Russian peojile lived
in tribal fashion, in isolated districts, separate, from
each other bj vast distances of uncultivated country.
ith the establishing of Liev as the chief port,
and .vith the advance of commerce with Byzantium markets,
the "Grand Irinces of Kus" came into existence. .ere was
one Grand Prince of Kiev, and under his control were
smaller rnlerB. Taxation and triLute became parts of their
pro Tan. "Lihc the early FfrtfMlfr Kln?s, the Grand Irinces
of Eus made periodic tours of their dominions and depen-
dencies, to be fed and entertained throughout the winter,
and to fix and collect their dues and taxes, tribute and
tolls. Usually these visitations—solemn progresses with
the whole of the princely retinue, who of course shared in
gifts and tribute—-be^an in November and ended in April.
Contributions were id sometimes in coin, more usually,
perhaps, in furs and sfcins, corn and slaves, honey and wax.
hen the Prince returned to Kiev with the Spring, all had
been made ready for the summer trade. Trees had been felled
boats had been built, and when June came, a Teat flotilla
of snail crart lloated, sailed, or rowed down the Dnieper,
t
Ientered thfl Black Jea, ana so reached the Byzantine ports. » t»
lith the o^ficicl convoys went the boats 01 private merchants,
unaer the protection of the irince's fighting men.''* A very
romantic picture, surely! But it was the beginning of the
subjuration or a free people, and it succeeded beccuse there
was instinct in tho Prussian people a love of order, to -ether
with a distaste for the responsibility and burden of govern-
ment. Had they been able to see themselves in the time of
Ivan the Terrible, as a people crushed and without self-
respect, the Irinces might not have had such an easy conquest.
It is necessar;: also to know something of the
racial back^ound of these people, in order to understand
their reaction to the impositions that were put uvon them.
The k^ssians are olavs, modified in certcin respects by race
blends, 'ihe iorman influence has been considerable. The
lussian state is founded on bcanuinavian principles. The
military organization, laws and customs are from Scandinavia.
Later, other influences, especially German, modified and
chan ed these traditional inheritances to a greater or less
de ree.
Although she had much of her organization as a
state from -candinavia, Russia had its great sister institu-
tion, the Church, from Byzantium. It is this fact that
accounts for -.That Xrofessor iener calls the n intellectual
sta;nation" that existed in Russia from the introduction of
*Russia, from the Varan~ians to the Bolshevilrs, • Beazley.

1C.
Christianity to nearly the end of the seventeenth century.
The accepta-nce of Greek-Orthodox faith was one of the most
Uq ortant factors that led to the isolation of Russia.
Contact or intercourse with Europe, and the religion of
7:one, was discouraged. Bul garian priests carried Christianity
to Russia in their own ton ue, preaching against the Latins,
that is, the Roman Catholics. In receiving Christianity
iron Constantinople the Russians rejected the "claims of
Rone, as they rejected the claims oi Islam and Judaism; by
this they cut themselves off from the chief civilization of
t.:e estern, and even of the Christian, ivorld—in particular
they severed themselves from their brother Slavs of the
: olich stock, with momentous consequences, uusia was the
chief convert to ^reek Christi nity; the Russian Lmperor
was lone the supreme earthly protector and clrampion of the
Lastern church; and the church oi ussia has shown itself in
history, not onl; the largest in extent, "out certainly the
freest, most courageous, | atriotic, spiritual, and active
of all branches of the Orthodox communion. , - , Uolj/ Russia
has been no empty phrase. Constantly one finds the religions
element surprising one afresh by the depth, the ubiquity,
and the subtlety of its action in Russian history. Constant-
ly one has to recognize its power of accomplishing what
nothing else can do."* Thus we see that the acceptance of
Greek-Orthodox Christianity, instead of including Russia in
a broader world fellowship, isolated her* She was alone,
hussia, from the Varan ians to the Bolsheviks, Pi. Beazley, p. IS
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with the war-like ^inns on the Korth, the nomad tribes on
the oouth, the Tartars and more I inns on the Uast, and on
the est a civilization which was being made entirely in-
accessible, -here wa?} hatred 'between the Slavs end the
Germans, Lithuania was a menace, and later, when she had
"become suspicious of the intent of Kussia, Poland was io
be feared.
Under such conditions it is not likely that
literature would flourish. There was no spirit in the
new reli ion. It was only a form, and Christianity and
j'aganism .vere remarkably blended! The rul^arian lan.ua^e
was not a familiar vehicle of expression. The old uussicn
language had been called vulvar and rude, and use of it was
discouraged, buch culture as Byzantium had to offer sould
net be ice. to-- because there was no common means of com-
munication. Through Lulz-aria and loland cove some scattered
legendary lore. All literary effort was in the hands of the
cler
t
-;y. he Princes were Ignorant end illiterate, and too
busy to v.rite.
The earliest literary expression was in the son~s,
or tollini, which were sli htly Homeric in quality and not
written. Host of these son^s were Oriental in ori in, having
come in with Christianity. T'hey enjoyed a wide ranee of
subjects, but were chiefly the sonr'S of heroes. Lorfill, in
p Slavonic literature" fives five cycles of these sonrs; the
Cycle of the Bo^at-iri iitarshii, or elder heroes; the Cycle of
Vladimir, liince of Kiev; the Cycle of lOTgorcdj the C;>ele of
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Ho s cor/; the Cycle of the Cossacks. Hr. Lorfill also rei'ers
to a cycle dealing with : eter the Great. The metres in
these sonrs were irre --alar, l o attempt v/as made to collect
01 preserve these son^s until early in the nineteenth century*
during the popularity of Ireneh at the Russian court, there
was no interest displayed in what was considered a rude arid
native poetry. Iushlin and the Romantic Rjvival "brought
these son^s "before the public* In 1813, sixty oi' these
"ballads were published*
There are also very old reli;;ious son^s for festi-
vals and feast days. The tribal son^s are perhaps the oldest
and the most valuable* They tell oi the customs and tradi-
tions of the early people* These tribal melodies, together
with the ceremonial son, s f are strongly colored "by native
superstition* They are mythological, "belonging to a pagan
reli- lon. In the later ceremonial son s, an interesting
min lin, : of Cfcslstlaa Vti pa Ml |PHlititl iv. fMill t Kfci
festivals to the old Jods were cele orated quite naive 1;
with the Christian uLety, and the new* r church holidays
were lin>ed up with the old pa.;:an ones.
The fairy stories of Russia have a great antiquity*
lerhaps "because none of this early literature \>; i written
it retains a freshness that is quite unusual* The stories
were preserved in remote villages, and told by bards* Many
of them are purely Russian in origin, v.'hile others can he
traced to an Eastern source, probably India. Yet the Russians
save such individuality to these borrowed tales that they,
too, seem to be original. Unlile the Scandinavian heroes
r
13.
these do not seek for victory in "battle, and for bloody
revenue, "but are rather ''imbued with a communal spirit
which is characteristic of Russian popular life. They
are as much Russian as Eustem is Persian."* The Russian
peasant is a food story teller. Ee has v. keen dramatic
sense, is wilty and imaginative. The stories lost nothing
.
.
.their
in the telling. Yet they retained/simplicity . They do not
carry a moral. Because of their unchanged character they form
the closest possible connection with antiquity. Lack of
chronology is one of the most interesting things about old
Russian literature. The passing of centuries found these ti les
untouched. They neither improved nor deteriorated. The
products of the eleventh and the seventeenth centuries are
almost identical. The Imported stories have as their theme
such events as the Trojan 7ar, or such persons as Alexander
the Great. There are also many tales that are to be found
in Grimm's Tales. Pilgrimages to the Holy land began soom
after the introduction of Christianity, and the Crusades
offered colorful material. Later, with the coming of the
Tartars, another quality was added. There are also tales
from Gervian and Bulgarian sources.
In the field of the written epic "The Word of
Igor T s Armament" stands as a work of poetical merit. It is
chiefly concerned with pagan divinities, with only chance
references to Christianity, It shows a bygone civilization,
and breathes the spirit of the old northern Sagas.
o
Prussian Literature, Prince Kroptkin. <J"\
«
1 •
.
Examples of the first conscious literary effort
:re the Chronicles, or Tovm's histories, made by the clergy.
The first really Russian chronicle was tliat of Hestor, a
monk of Kiev, (105(^-1114). He had read the Byzantine
historians, and in his chronicle we find a strange mixture
of legend and history not unlike the Arthurian material of
..:.;.laiid« i'r.ese cin : on:.c Iol cr.tci.C i:: a re;::L.rla})i} orderly
chain to the days of J.exis I ikhailovich, father of Peter
the Great* A gap occurs at the time of Ivan "he Terrible,
and at the time of Basil. According to Karamsim, every town
liad its annalist, and some tons "boasted several. The
chronicles saved historical events in Russia from oblivion.
There arc interesting chronicles of Kiev, Eovgorod, Suadal
>
and Volhynia, as well as court chronicles. The Chronograph
of Scrrius Xoubasov is a record extending from the beginning
of the world to the election of Llikhail Homanov. It shows
a literal borrowing i'rom B;. zantine chronicles, but i3 very
personal in it3 account of Ivan the terrible, and furnishes
valuable studies of the iloecovite 1 rincee. Koshikhin, in a
work on the Iiussian :'Ovcrnr.ient , ive3 a picture of the
manners of the time. Lis work is concerned with the aristocracy,
and he cioes not mention the peasants.
The lirst printirj ;:; press was set up in J..oseow in
15t>4 and "An Apostol" was printed. It contained the Amtm
of the Apostles, and the ^pistles. Hm superstitious Kussisns
drove out the printers as an evil influence, and went "back
to hand cop^iiig.
1
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The itomostroi, by ...onk Sylvester, is a tool: on house I .old
management. It shows the family life of the tine, and tie
very menial place of woman. It males clear that the father
was the overlord of the house, and that there was no con-
nection between family and state.
There were boolcs of prayers arid instructions,
many, and confused versions of the Old ftltHIBt, manuals
of weekly readings, all from Byzantium. The church realized
early that the religious instinct so strong in the people
must be satisfied. These tracts and sermons form the i.r.in
body of Russian literature from the Introduction of Christianity
to the middle oi the eighteenth century. The priest was the
man of letters, and it was this fact that made it possible
for him to gain such a hold over the seemingly more powerful
irinces, who could not even sign their names. !The leadership
displayed by the Irinces showed their Scandinavian ori in.
There were raids and attacks upon Byzantium, result-
in in Interesting race mixtures. let these politierl
activities in no way interfered with the reli ious and literary
life of the people, meager as the latter was.
Althou h the literary activities .ere confined to
the churchmen, the 1 inces were furnishing the raw material
for a literal? prou iction. hiev had rro.m into am or^rr.ized
state, prosperous, culture o , with churches, trr.de mo" commerce,
hut without the representation that would make it a capital.
Republican election and a very free spirit still prevailed
in Old Kov~orod, The wealth of Kiev lay largely in her slaves,

vjY.o had teen ca^tureo. in raias. "blave-raics and wars oi
all kinds filled the houses ox' the rich and powerful I ll-
sens thou h a ^reat part of the captives were sent abroad
to foreif3n markets. The chief articles of earl;/ iussian
export tra» e ./ere slaves and furs."* A lively trace was
carrier on with I'uhammadan and Jyzantine markets. However,
with the be^innin^ of the eleventh century, interest wcs
directed away from commerce and trade toward agricultural
pursuits . The slaves instead of toeing exported were rut
to work on the land. This was the first movement toward
the enslavement of the lower class in Russia. It prepared,
the way for the enscrfment of the peasantry in the sixteenth
century. The simple free-man, who, in Old Uovgorod would
have led a free liie, was, in Kiev, in a sense, a slave.
Thus the breach between the common people and the ruling
clas s togaa to widen, and the hussian peasant lost more and
more 01 the qualities v/hich in the past had made him such a
tistinct personality. Ihe "c ivorce of classes, the loi.tl.
of slavery, one the c e rracation of the poorer freeman, ere
the chief causer, of the ruin Oj. the Social Order of e rl^
F.ussia".**
Too much material prosperity, the ever increasing
menace of the invading nomadic tribes of the Steppes, in-
ternal feuds and disorder among' the Frinces, to -ether with
constant mi
;
Tation toward Oalicia and to ov orod, caused the
break-up of Kiev.
* hussia from the Varangians to the bolsheviks, K. Beazley,p.33«
**Russia from the varan ians to the ;,cls.:eviks, :.. Beazley.
r»
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I ovgoroc has teen called the starting point of
Russian history. Certainly it represented the old i'rc-e
Russia. It had been the central tora before Kiev developed
into so powerful a state, and alter the downfall of Kiev
it refined its position as the central city, which position
it held until Moscow "became a power. Rever powerful as a
political center, l.ov 'orod retained the old xlavor, the old
charm of Russia.
The invasion of the Tartars in the thirteenth
century changed the \7hcle course of Russian history. In 1224
these Asiatics broke iq on Russia. Under a monrol chief, the
hordes swept uovm upon Russia. hen the Russians flee to
the Dnieper in their battle vlth the Tartars in Ray, li.i^,
it was sup osed that the invaders would pursue them beyond
its borders, one 01 the ric dies of history lies in the \ <i^W^»
fact that the Tartars stopped at the Lnieper. Had they
crossed it, the entire course of European history would
have been chan-ed. A second invasion in 1237 devastated
Kussia. Old Kiev perished, Lloscow was talcen, only liov^orod,
remote behind her marshlands was left unsackecl, and she was
saved only by complete submission to the ' a. tar rule. The
Russian Irinces were compelled to visit the Khan on the
Lovzer Vol -a, and be -iven permission to rule, and instructions
Row to rule, and to pay taxes or xuroish troops. Rembers of
the Princely families were forced or led into marriage with
the Tartars, so that we find the Princes of Lxscow resembling
more closely the Tartar Khan than the old Russian Princes,
c
1 .
and the autocrac;, of ^.oscov; built on a mon x>l foundation*
Sir Bernard lares, in "Russia and Reform" points out that
the Tartars ruled for over two hundred 3 ears in Russia toy
sheer we i lit of numtoers*
The Russians resisted the invaders, but findin—
resistance in vair., they rev? hopeless* The Tartars were
,: reedy, hateful oppressors who degraded the Russian under
their yote until despair came to toe almost an instinct
Y7ith them". The old rectless, colorful days of the Princes
were -one; comerce and trade died; individual liberty mite
vanished; the colorful markets were no more; the churches
v/ere destroyed; the old blood was contaminated; the Russia
of the Middle Vol 7a was crushed, and culture and civiliza-
tion were extinguished except for the Rational Church*
"The Tartar invasion tended to isolate Russia from estern
Lurope, and thus to, later, ;^ive a more revolutionary
character to Russia's attempts to reeducate herself in
European civilisation".* "The half-oriental seclusion
of Russian women, which lasts, in a measure, till the
reforms of Ieter the Greet, is probably to a lai -e extent,
of Tartar origin—though Eyzantine contributory influence
must be reco nized. Mid the sc. e may perhaps be rr i of
the tortures, mutilations and flo^in^s, the distant and
painful banishments and forced labor, of the later I ussian
laws, of much of the military equipment and civil dress
'Russia and Reform, lares, y, 184*
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of Russians till the time of Peter the Great, ... But the
Tartar influence also produced, at least indirectly, a
surprising increase in the comparative power and resources
of the church."*
however, out of devastation and desolation came a
definite political instinct. A new system heran to develop,
led by the Roscovitc Jrinces, and 1 new center of Russian
life we j established in Rcscow. ussian autocracy developed,
and the rule of the Irinces of Loscow he -an. These
J
inres
acted, as deputies for the Tartars. They had a despotic
temperament, which developed into the ''incarnate tradition
of national dictatorship". They were hard and cruel, and
"basely unjust to their subjects, collecting taxes and fees
under threat of Tartar punishment. They were not interested
in the people horn they ruled, but were motivated by an
ambition lor political a.^randisement. They played for
favor with the Tartars, and became so ambitious that they
mode advances to Rome. It was not their purpose to bring
Latin culture to Russia, nor to benefit their people by
"openin- a window on the est", '.heir motives were entirely
selfish, but without realizing it, they but added fuel to
the fires of the religious war between the -reek and Roman
churchly powers.
Moscow was destined to become powerful. Her
eo t i : hical position on the I/Ioslnra, near the courses of
the Volga and the Olra, was strategic. At the intersection
"Russia from the Varan ir.ns to the Bolsheviks, F. Beazley. V
t
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betv/een 2 ov *orod and Kiev, I.oscow ' eld the central osition
between the north anc* the south oi . ussia. It r." 5 cod in the
middle oi' Great Itussia. Added to these natural advcnta -es
was the absolute rower oi' the Frinces. -hen the I etropolitai:
of the Russian church was movea to iuoscow, church and state
allied in the buildin- or a new national center, the estab-
lishment oi mother Loscow, the sacred city. ..ith each
succeeding irince the power 01 i.oscow ^rew, and unity of
church ana state was more firmly cemented.
Unaer Ivan III, the I euniter of the land, old
I ov -oroo. v/as conquere, ; the ,artar overloidship came to an
end; all Russia acknowledged a master, and the Lorcovite
Empire c?.';:e into existence. A new national feeling was horn,
which founci its e\pression in the formation of a highly
centralizeu autocratic state. A ro r?m oi expansion was
developed, relationships v/ith other countries were estab-
lished, and, before the close of Ivan's life, he was the Tsar,
the ruler of a reot ussioji nation.
Moscow became a holy city, a "heaven- j ro tected
citadel to watci. over the interests, and guard against the
dangers of the Russian land and race",* and the Grand Irince
considered himself the head of the Orthodox world. i?rom
Byzantium came the term ..utocrat, and the national emblem,
the double-he: ded earle. "The Tsar was more absolute over
his subjects than any other sovei eir?i In the world. 1 cscow
said, 'The ill of the Tsar is the will of od, and the will
ihissia j-rom the Varangians to the liolsheviks, L. iseazley. ^\
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of God is the Tsar the fulfiller'. -he ordinary man oi'
I oseow said, f I know not. Only God and the Tsar know. 1 "*
In the old Bonstroy one finds these vyordSg "If you serve
loyally the earthly Tsar, and i'ear him, you learn to fear
the heavenly Tsar. The former is temporary; the latter
is eternal ana is an impartial judge. •** It is this con-
ception of unit} of church and state, of God and Tsar, that
explains so much ox the apparent unreasonable submission
of the Kussian people.
The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries saw politi-
cal supremacy for Moscow, but the cultural liie of the people
san>. ever lov/er and lo.ver. .-or this the national church is
lar~ely responsible. The mental and moral life of the
people reached low tide. he introduction oi printing
provided a Greek Testament, which the illiterate churchmen
could not read. Knowledge was feared, for in it the Russians
S----7 i. orotic o -o^i' ion to 4 ;:eir one and onx;* belie., •: :-rl-..o-
doxy. The Latin "dogs" were hated and feareo. , and the
Russians enslaved themselves to the only thing in v/hieh
they had faith, firmly closing their doors to any outside
contamination. In their passionate resistance to outside
influence, especially to the power Ox Home, he ussians
were clutching the faith that was so vital to them. The
church matte stronger the doors, keeping the people in a
strtn t barbarous darlcness. Vhrou^Ji ioland, however, Latin
* History of ussia, V.-. : lyuehevsM. ^\
**Familj Life in I ussia, Llnett, p. 31.
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culture was creeping in, and movin,; toward F:ussia. It was
in Kiev that the spiritual reviv; 1 was to creak forth,
ni.x: iron this areie-.t roli+ic 1 center to s> re:.a *o Loscow.
In the seventeenth century the great war of dissent
te£?n. ' he Old believers o. osed any chair e in the Litur i-
cal Texts. fxhe './est Russian culture of Kiev v;cs viewed with
nistrust fcy Loscow, "but the need for enli htenment was felt*
Printing was entirely la the hands of the cler^, and there
was almost no reading public. An actual need for education
he rn to ro~ cpparent, '. : c re '/ore no schools ir. T'oscov/,
and the confusion of thou lit in matters relirious was so
eerie-at that some revision of ecclesiastical "books was im-
perative. In the middle of the seventeenth century Kiev
scholars were remitted to come to Moscow, tarlngi&g with
them the |»eginnings of . olish-Latin culture. Simeon "clotslry,
the lirst court and church poet oi I.ussia, was successful la
maintaining: a diificult position "by associating himself
closely v;i \ h the royal family • -he aaintl; emetrius, too,
i.id much to bridge the ;uli between the new and the old.
Schools oi the i ievian order were established and "not only
life and the church, literature and thought, hut even the
lan uage was for the first time lastingly smitten as by an
alien ave, throu h the translations of the Kiev^ar;s n .*
A notahle inovation was the importation of traveling
players. Tsar Alexis found orthodox endorsement of this
departure in the foct that the Emperors of Byzantium attended
*A Literary Li story of Kussia, Bruckner, r. 48.

the circus. Regardless of the tsar's attitude t e old
Russians looked askance at such masquer: a in.?s.
The native literary productions of the century
sre largely theological, and in no way express the people.
A gigantic program oi expansion and Tov/th was completed in
this century, hut there was no corresponding literary
develo, i ent. In all this >:reat npeasant e:q ire" Loscow was
the only town. There were villages and forts, hut no
citizen class. The government recognized only the nobility,
and the peasant wat. like a dumb ox chained to the soil.
"All thou ht s cenvareu on externals, every change made
the people uneasy, sociableness and tree intercourse was
unknown; Byzantine observance oi forms in religion and
knowledge, blind senseless obedience to every command or
arbitrariness, the killin Oj. all pride or hi -her icelit
~,
and the tabooing of all thought were the marks of the men
of this a^e."* About 1630 1 rince Khvorostfnin wrote verses
showing up the debasement of the people, and the falsehoods
on v/hich their lives were "built. Tur^enev wrote later on
the same theme, "the Russian lies*.
But in spite of such con6.it iocs the sparks of
rebellion turned. The general dissatisfaction ee~an to find
expression. The old patriarchal system oi family life began
to wealien, and womanhood came out, at first very timidly,
to be sure, from her isolation and seclusion. The world
outside the walls oi Kussia was calling. In 1697 an embassy
*A Literary history of hussia, Lruekner, p. 56.
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v.*as sent abroad with the youn? Tsar, n eter, as one of its
number.
It would "be easy to overestimate the service
ieter rendered Russia* He is such a dramatic figure that
it is hard to maie a just evaluation of him. Bruckner, in
"A Literary History Ox hussia", (p*p« 58-59) calls him "merely
Ivan IV amid new surrounding—the same barbarian, worthy
of the 'mease bestie 1 over whom he had to rule, just as
sensual and cruel as Ivan, as heartless and fond of violence,
identifying himself with the state in the HM way, and de-
manding of all his subjects devotion to the same, tramjling
down and mutilating whoever in any way resisted his levellin«-
or enslaving men to most primitive state demands. Thus he
carried through the turning o^ all peasants, without dis-
tinction, into serfs, and rut the same poll-tax on them all."
The difference between Jeter and Ivan lies not "in the men,
their characters and their temperaments, but in the a~e : "
which produced them* Peter attempted to do all at once
the tasks that had throu h the two preceedlng centuries
been left undone. He built a new national capital by
strengthening a swamp along the seacoast ..ith the bones of
one hundred thousand peasants. He took the crown from the
church ana in its -lace ei-eateu the viscillatii • Holy l. . ' .
L.e established an absolute monarch?.
,
deii; ijj r,o. worshipping
the state. ^:is domestic policy was utilitarian, not liberal
or iaet listic, as it is oiten called. Bit loreign policy
was aggressive, he traveled, and coveted for his native
r
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country nueh that he saw in the ..'est, .hat he failed to
see was that culture is the result of evolutionary processes,
lie dreamed Oj. conquest and expansion, and fou ht for tv/enty-
one years to _ain a seacoast for Russia. He fought with
the Xurks on the .31ack Sea and the Swedes on the Baltic,
he develored a Russian amy on German and Swedish military
principles t ana made the rank of nobility a reward for
military service. He established distinct class lines "be-
tween the serv in. -aristocracy, the "bourgeoisie rnd the
peasant
;
,making the rule of the landlord over the peasant
absolute, whis enthusiastic monarch tried to force dowa.
the throats of his people a culture which only the gradual
developiiient of centuries could accomplish. They svrllowed,
hut in no way understood what manner of food they were "being
fed. Their monarch also commanded that they 7 ike ur , and
dance and eingj V«ith awful suddenness he brou lit woman out
of retirement and placed her in the center of noisy activity,
l made an honest effort to lift the gloom and ifTaoranee
under which his people livec . In his desire to educate
the people he had the Slavonic J alphabet replaced by Russian,
except for ecclesiastical purposes, lie encouraged imitation
of the irench and German literary models, and stimulated
the development 01 secular literature* He imported theatri-
cal tioops from France and Germany. Under his rule ,trade
srev/, natural resources were developed, the public revenue
was trebeled and the Russian people heavily taxed. In
churchly circles Latin Christianity continued to invade the
c
orthodox iield, the churchraen continued in aa oundin-; i g-
norance, and the church gMM in material wealth. Althou t.
his methods ma;/ not he aoove criticism it is certain that
leter deserves reat credit for his effort to stir the
..ussian people out o... inertia into some kind oj. activity.
Jeter made the first attempt to overcome the isolation which
the invasion of the Tartars had "oroa.^ht about, lie is not
alone responsible ior the openin o^ the vd^ov; on the 'Jest.
1 wssia was beginning to look toward Europe as early as the
fifteenth century- The window was openin.- slowly, and eter
flun^ it 'Tide. "He discovered thinrs ripenin-; extremely
lowly; he found an evolution which was advancing as quietly
as | ossicle, and suddenly turned it into a stormy enter-
prise, into a revolution. n* Tares quotes the historian,
Shcherbatoff
f
as estimating that leter crushed into some
thirty years a movement that should have talren two centuries,
ieter was not a thinker, not a philosopher, or he would
have sensed the result ox' a too-pudden change, lie was fired
with a turning desire to see his country take her rightful
place tilth the other nations Oi the v.orld, ano. the sooner
the better. Ixo sacrifice was too greet, no labor too han
,
if that task might be accomplished. Bt did not as}, the
people what they wanted, for he believed they did not l:now.
He '.illed J o change them, and if the enforced change was
an external one only, he did not know it. LaeJdJlg invagination
*Sketch of the iitory of the Kussian Censorship, X« En^elhardt,
r
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Mi patience, he could not see a developing program, tut
only violent change.
I'he literature oi' his time shows this surface
and external character. Ke founded schools, introduced
the study of science, and ,:laid the loundation for the
ment::l emancipation of ussia". Peter's interest in
literature lay in the fact that it could serve as an
instrument lor the Europe^nizin- oi' Kussia. Translations,
esi^eeially from the German, increased* Tatishchev and
Lomonosov wrote after the German models, and Xantemir
and his followers after the trench, The French imitations
were flimsy thin^. Tatishchev very definitely, and
Lantemlr in a small way, 'vorfced ior the abolishment of
Slavonic as the literary lan^uare oi kussio. sumarokov
attempted to create native forms in literature Instead of
copying forei n models, he did not realize what a task
he had before him. lie is remembered only by the vital
impetus he £ave to Russian drama. Lomorosov fostered the
Me, established a grammar, and be^an science in Russian.
"The crop for which Peter tilled the soil came up but
slowly. lie could drill aimies in the j uropean fashion
and stamp fleets out of the surface of the sea and ro.in
with them the battles of : oltava and the Aland Islands;
the annals of the mind and of literature had, until far
into the century nothin?; remotely similar to record.
^Literary Li story of Russia, Bruchner, p. 07.
I
But even here the numbing blirht of Asiatic immobility
had been exorcised, and ..ussia v.ps to be led lorward ever
more rapidly out of spiritual darkness into the lifht."*
literature late in Teter's reign was stilted
and unnatural. Much of it was "occasion" literature.
ith Catherine, however, came a new spirit. She was a
student, an earnest disciple of culture, and she reflected
the philosophical spirit which was moving Europe. She
had definite plans for the establishment of schools. It
was her purpose to take Russian children, both .drls and
boys, from their homes at the age of five, place them in
schools until they were nineteen or tv;enty,and give them
a cultural education. She hoped by such a program to
overcome the primitive, ignorant influence of tht home
from which the children came* '.that she was creating havoc
by breaking up the family unit, she did not seem to realize.
Of course there were ..ot enou^ schools to carry out such a
.
1 n.
Alarmed by the 1-rench Revolution, Catherine re-
tracted many of her liberal policies, yet she had done much
toward the furtherance of rerl cilturc. More cchools had
been established, and foreign instructors, chiefly French,
were employed. The aristocratic I ucsians /elcorned such
an opportunity, little knowinr that their children were
beinc taurht a French culture which lookec. down upon everythir:
^Literary history of Russia, Bruckner, p.89.
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Russian, including the language*
Addison, and the English satirical journals
were translated into French and became 3:0 ruler '..1th the
trench-reading public in lucsia. These journals had a
wholesome influence. They attacked established institu-
tions, aroused controversy, and helped to create public
opinion* Before the end of Catherine's reign foreign
novels found their way into Prussia • They did not stimu-
late native authors to ./ri :e out 01 1 ussia f s life, but led
to superficial Imitation* The histoii.uis alone were honestly
and earnestly laying the loundations for a national litera-
ture* i'hey appreciated _uropem culture, but thej- desired
it only as a means of interpreting and developing their own*
the sincere students of native history the superficiality
of the trench veneer, with which the Kussian literary
aspirants were covering themselves, was apparent. It is
not surprising that, bein- suddenly thrown into the midst
of life as the outside world had been livin - it, the
Kussian people should have become a little too enthusiastic*
They were fascinated by things foreign, and had turned their
backs on the solid facts of their own existence* It is
perfectly true that
f
aad they caught a vision of the real
^ussia, as some of her later literary men caught it, they
would have been restrained by the lack ox freedom ox speech*
But only the historians v.ere looking at I-uasia* *-r.rin,j; the
ei hteenth century the aristocracy of Kussia was completely
emancipate
,
and the people were completely enslaved.

3C.
1th Alexander I, (13^1-1825), came a policy of
peace, an age of reforms t and an honest desire on the part
of a monarch to lead his people into tetter days. Alexander
was a scholar, and he also desired education for his people,
not that they mirht resemble the people of Lurope but that
they mi^ht become better Russians. la policy was sound,
but he lacked the force of will necessary to carry it out.
he founded five universities, provided for elementary
school supervision, and establioned funds for educational
purposes. In 1618 a gradual emancipation of the serfs was
be :^ un. It was not unlike the plan of cutting off the Ao.-'b
tail an inch at a time in order to rave him pain. In this
case it was .he landovmer who was to be spared the suffer-
ing, lexander I felt that pro-^ress -mder the existing con-
ditions *.vas impossible, but his remedial measures were only
partly successful. The great mass of the people were in
abysmal i.Tiorance , and there were no Russian scholars,
teachers for the sons of the gentry had to be imported,
or the youths sent out to foreign schools. These youths
had no bacl:ground, no cultural traditions, no definite
social or political views, and no very strong ethical prin-
ciples.
The feverish imitation of French models, ana the
transient inspiration of Byron had passed by, leavin'-
literature little improve*.. • Eothin,£ permanent had been
gained from the enthusiasms, ' he youths of the thirties
were not blinded by the -litter of things new so much as
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they v/ere sv/ept along on a current oi ecstatic conversion
through the study of German philosophy. 5'hey developed
no system, .rasped no principles that were servieable to
their country. Before they eoulu jet beyond a superficial
sta^e 01' enlightenment and develop into Ml influence, the
sons of the middle class were being initiated into the
Liysteries oi education. -here the sons oi' the gentry had
protested against their fathers, these middle class youths
protested against the gentry. "This renewal of the in-
tellectual class with every {generation has led to the extreme
democratisation of Russian society, and the frequent and
varied evolution of talent,—artistic
,
musical, literary
and political. But the democracy, lacking the moderation
of established procedure, loses itself in a maze of inactive
speculation. Lacking also historic perspective and philosophic
precision, it is vase iHating in its ultimate ends."*
Russia has never produced a ~reat philosopher. Her cultur- 1
movements, says Lr. 'wiener. Lave been baclied by young
L.en and motivated by enthusiasm which dies out in the face
of defeat, leaving the next generation to work up its own
enthusiasm onl^ to die out in its turn. Ripe, mature think-
ing might have saved the situation, but the case r/as in the
hanas ox youth.
•hat mi -ht be called odern literature begen to
lind expression in i.ussia in the nineteenth century. The
literary men, turning their attention May from foreign
*Anthology of Russian Literature, Vol.11, icner. f\
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models, be^an to flat inspiration in the early son^s and
legends of their own country* Green t publishing a weekly
journal in 1814, lamented the scarcity of Russian books.
In the year 181£ there developed in i.ussia a national
pride that expressed itself in patriotic son^s. hen the
armies returned from abroad many ardent Russian youths
prepared to reform the country. They had a romantic and
sudden love for Russia, and a keen interest in social and
politiccl questions.
The philosophical movement developed t and out of
it evolved three parties. In their search for a concrete
solution to Russia's problems, they turned to history,
try in,; to find the secret of the nation in its past. his
^-roup, called the Slavophiles, found inspiration in the
philosophy of the German, Regel. fas idea that one nation
always leads in the procession of mankind captivated them.
They believed that it was time for Russia to take her place
as the leading nation of the \vor3.d. Shay had no very definite
prorram for the accomplishment of this feat. They believed,
howeve. , that Kassia had a culture superior to any in Europe.
They .vere Orthodox in their belief and glorified Nationalism.
They were the ardent defenders of autocrat;/, the one hundred
percent Russians. The£r interest in the peasant lay in the
fact that having been the least contaminated by estern
culture he was the best representative of the native Russian
virtues. 7're Slavophiles attempted to bridge the gap between
the peasant masses and the classes.
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Another phase of the ghll»»ophl<Wfl. movement
found expression in the esterners. This {^roup imitated
estern culture, "believing that Russia ms advancing v;ith
Europe, though far behind. They idolised constitutionalism
and were rain ant .ealists.
The third froup was a section of the esterners,
which cane inder the influence of French socialism., I is
;rou^ , the Socialists, was more radical than the esterners.
They are best represented by B&LinsM and Herzen, of whom
we shall sjeak later.
A romantic ana violent reorganization of I.ussia
was checked by a period o,. reaction and "obscurantism".
The opposition of the reactionaries led to the lecembrist
consi iracy of 1.25. llthou h the social impulse \7as checked,
the literary force continued to develop.
Karamzin had established a new style of writing,
which was tal-en as a medium by the Romanticists, Eestuzhev,
MarlinsM, Lazhechnifcov, and later Tushtin and le'rmontov.
c ir.fluc rce of Sir alter Scott was very strong in this
school. The ussian novel was born, that peculiar vel icle
of literary expression throurh trhich Russia becamejoiown
in the world of letters.
It is not the purpose of this study to deal with
the I ussian novel, but to direct attention to a less
powerful but no less interesting development of Russian
literature,—the short story. The field of 1 ussian short
c
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3tory is so toial that it will "be impossible to cover it.
I have tried to choose the most representative writers,
t>ut it ill "be necessary to omit many names deserving to
be included.
To sim;. lily the problem 1 shall divide the writers
ox' the kusslan short story into tl-ree .;roups. The i'irst
group, representing the period or growth and development
oi a national literature, must include the names of lushkin,
Gosol, lurctenev, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, and the master of
the short story form, ^ ton Chekhov. The second period,
featuring the literature of revolt, covers the purely modern
school as Gorki, jidreev, and Kuprin conceived it. The
third period is the period in v\ich the ^/mbolists find
their "best representation in i,ologub.
Iniring the ecrly part of the first period l.ussian
literature was still a product of the land-ownin- nobility.
Host of the writers of this first .^roup were horn in mansions.
Their personal life ana cultural surroundin -S gave an un-
conscious refinement to their writings* To these men
literature was an outlet to avoid sta£?ia tion. It served
as a substitute for political and social activity. Only in
the field of literature could Russias Cinest minds find
an opportunity for constructive work, -hey were serious men,
who felt Celled upon to broaden the social vision and deepen
the spiritual life of the people. -Ley determined to make
all of ioissia accuainteu. with all ol huLsia, so they wrote
rc
of different places and peo. le. ±heir - im was no* to give
pleasure only, but to ins timet.
Gazing at their loved Russia her literary men
saw only her wounds and miseries. ; he outstanding product
ol the ijapire was poverty; poverty of STirit as well ss
of fact. A rur 1 Russia, "Are ry, muddy or dusty, v/ith
meaner fields, thin grasses, consumptive little roves,
black or gray hillocks, ana every where a tone so subdued,
so monotonous, so ffcll of melancholy} Decay breathes
from the whole scene."
Because their conception oi li.c w s chiefly
that of the aristocrat, these writers realized their
inability to cope with the peasant problem, "here was
no common round of meetin-, but the literary men made an
honest effort to reach the people. They realized that a
change in Russia's condition could be brought about only
through the acticn of the masses, and literature became
the instrument for stirring the people 9 for informing
and awaYenlng them. Turgenev "discovered a human being
in the peasant; Gogol discovered the discrepancies of a
decay in- feudcl system";* the Clergy, the patriots, the
physical aspects or oissia, the peasants and the gentry
: 11 came in for study and analysis. But while ?ur, enev
wrote artistic lly oi the peasant, ane o ol painted in
\-ivid colors the life of the lOcrainian people, the peasant
himself remained unconscious ox rH the film h. was creating
*G1 in, the Soul of the Tussian Revolution, p.
9
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"He seldom stirred, he never protested. lie was not con-
scious of his power. He was lilre a drop in a "black sea
under a heavy s3cy. There is no doubt that the teen men
of this first Toup hsu-.. a verr definite premonition that
sone day the "black sea would be^-in to heave, end rrr-e,
r,nd storm. Hence that feeling of awe that the Russian
Sphinx inspired in all writers."* It was a time of wait-
ing and watching, until the seeds of ciscontent and re-
hellion should be.jin to send up shoots. The eriod is
characterized by its terrible slowness. The writings of
Turgenev and Gogol are more free from this spirit of in-
action than are the works of less important writers. The
literary language of Russia during this period is charac-
terized toy rhythm, dignity, and a. certain beauty or expression
lushUn (1799-1837) is the first literary genius
of Russia, and one of her great classic writers. In hie
hands the language of his country became a thing of beauty
and power, ; ushMn is .first anc foremost a poet, then a
novelist end short story writer. ^ is "the Russian Byron.
Althou h he is the national poet of Russia, his poetry is
not national. He is an imitator, but also a genuine artist.
In his youth his 1 ussian nurse tola him stories
of Old Russia, saturating his young mind with fairy-tales.
As he {7'ew older he read in his father's library which was
exclusively irench. Later he studied under irench tutors,
developing a mastery of the irench language anC re- t ad-
miration for the xrench .writers. He admired Byron, and
ooul of the x.ussian Hevolution, Ol ln, p. 10.
c
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the English classics, also. He mifht have been the Russian
• cott had he possessed greater confidence in his prose. He
remained an imitator, but a great one. he is a lyric poet,
a poet 01 "beauty, who directed the whole course Ox i.ussian
literature. ,:He refined and idealized the sordid and paltry
with an imperishable and radiating magic •'' lie brought
Russian poetry aown off its stilts and showed what treasures
can be found in the simple peasant life. Gorol did the
same thin ^or the novel, hoth men reiraincd irom history,
and both cirecteu creaiion and criticism in the nm direction.
But Pushkin ..a; ; lv.ays a romanticist •
his literary career is varied. In its eerly period
it shows the Byronic influence. It is a period of revolt
ana a tearing down of established forms* By sympathy he
was a Liberal, .-is writings during this period are charac-
terised by witty epi ratas, e; istles and odes. Alter the
failure of the Decembrist Revolution in 1825 he bt cane more
conservative, more calm and sober, and less critical. He
began a searching analysis oi ^ussian life that had ;-reat
political and social influence, lie was fundamentally a
conservative, and his conservatism "overrode logic and
reality his iinal appearance is as a norshiper of
autocracy. A born "singer of freedom" . he was ready to
"place ;.iifiself ..ithout reserve at the service of the Tsar
instead of that of the country".**
A literary history of Russia, ruckner, p. £02.
Bruckner, p. 203.
(
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In the "Prisoner of the Caucasus" he furnished
new poetic materials for Russia; in his "Gipsies" he pictured,
in "beautiful detail the roving, free life of a -wandering
peor,le; in "Boris Godunov" he furnished Russia with her
first rieee oi ;reat national literature.
In 1834 two short stories appeareu., "The ueen of
Spades", by Iiishkin, and "The Cloak", "by Go fr;ol. The one "by
Pushkin was of the old out-c°ing romanticism, while the one
oy G050I marked the he: inning of the new realism,—the purely
:.us3ian style. There is nothing about 'ushkin's story to
stamp it Russian. But Gk>£^)l strikes in "The Cloak" for the
"first time that truly Kussian note of deep sympathy with
the disinherited".* It is this realistic quality that found
its preat expression in Turgenev anu Tolstoy. "'7e are all
descended from Gogol's 'Cloak'", said a Russian writer.
Gocol (18G9-1852), "born in the revolutionary Steppe
region, is the first realist in the Russian field. Ee is
a keen humorist, and his witty sayings have beccme a part
of the l.ussian vocabulary. His play "' he Inspector General"
is excellent comedy. It is a clever satirical attack on
ell officialdom, with the Jud^e system comin : in for special
attention. he play, written in 1836, was produced in
Moscow, ana xieholasl attended the opening. The play was
well received hut, contrary to the author's expectations,
provoked no reforms.
Introduction to "west Russian Short Stories? edited by
Thomas Seltzer.
((
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Go.ol is a tragic ii;:ure. his lire is as in-
teresting as his works, living- in the unkindly atmosphere
of St. letersbur ;, homesick ior his southern home, he
escaped throu h imagination ana fane; to the place where
his heart always lived, his Little Russian sketches are a
product of this homesickness. A rather morbid self-con-
sciousness coupled with an observation working scientifi-
cally, gives an eerie, fantastic turn to some of his work.
His romanticism is often Hoffmann-like. Bmt this quality
is finely tempered "by humor. Only occasionally does he
overstep the lounds of re lism and give us the grotesque
or symbolic. Gften he combines these elements with
strange success. "'The Lose 1
,
which -ets lost and wanders
about, then reappears, 'The Coach 1
,
with its sudden turn
to the tragic, w *show vividness and realistic comedy. Gogol*
being a southern . ussian is especially imaginative, a
dreamer, his lau hter was always tempered by a strong
humanity. L\:o volumes, "Arabesques"
,
1824, and "Tales"
,
183c are representative of this fact.
i-is story "The Cloak" is perhaps his best known
literary eifort. It is really a novelette. "If Gogol
strove to make us ieel the misery ox llie, and at the
same time to open our souls ior a real miderstanting of
our fellow human beings, xor moral inclination over the
wrongs of the world, and for the hi hest altruistic emotions,
*A Literary History of Kussia, ruckner, p. £53.
I
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he succeeded in this small sketch, which is the history of
one hum"ble ordinary creature crushed under the weight of
a cruel and senseless order. r, V.he t are you doing? Am I
not your "brother? 1 this poor funny man seems to cry out
for generations over the entire length and "breadth of
Russia.** This uncouth petty official wins our sympathy,
lie is not a caricature. Of the quality of humor in his
work Gogol said, n: he comic is hidden everywhere, only
living in the midst of it we are not conscious of it, "but
if the artist brings it into his work, on the stare cay,
we shall roll about with laughter, and only wonder we did
not notice it bexore." One of EOgtlNi favorite quips was,
"Don't blame the mirror if your mouth is crooked". And
with characteristic truth he held a mirror up to Kussia.
his was the first really national work.
"Dead oouls" , written in 1842, shows all of
Russia, '^oul 1 and •peasant 1 being identical in Russia,
the implications of the novel were not doubtful, -hen
C-o ol records the reading of the first chapter of "Dead
oouls" to lushkin, he says, "The expression of Jushkin,
who at other times always lau hed at my reading, (and
he loved lau hing), gradually became darker and darker,
and at last clouaed over altogether. When I came to an
end he broke out into the words, T God, what a sad country
Russia is J T "**
* The Soul of the -ussian Revolution, 01- in, p.48.
**A Literary History of Russia, Rrueliner, p. 259.
<
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Russia lost much by Gogol's change of attitude
aiter the first xart oi' "Dead iioule" was written. After
the appearance cf "Select Passages from a Correspondence
with iTienua", which Gogol offered to the public instead
oi the second volume of "Dead Souls", lielinsky, the critic,
wrote to him, saying, "..liat are jou doing? The great
writer who, with his wondrously artistic, deeply life-
like creations has contributed so mightily to Russia's
self-knowledge, giving it the possibility to look at
itself at. in a mirror, comes forward with a book in which,
in the name of Christ and of the church, he teaches the
barbarian bquires to extract still more from the peasants,
the 'unwashed nuzzles 1 ." * This same Be'linsky said of
,;o--ol T s earlier art, "It is more than a picture or mirror
of realit, , one that resembles reality more than reality
resembles itself, because it is an artistic reality which
includes in itself all the partial phenomena of such a
reality".
The moralist in Gogol l:illed the artist in him,
and the ascetic took his place. The morbid qualities in
iiis nature grew, and his later work bears little resemblance
to his earlier.
Luring Gogol's lifetime the peasant began to
receive some consideration politically, as well as being
a subject lor literary attention, Sorfdoa had reached its
height under Catherine II, and had developed into such a
*A Literary history of Russia, Bruckner, p.2u3.
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problem that in 1842 a lav/ was published permitting land-
owners to liberate their peasants. his act differed from
a similar one which had been passed in 1003 giving the
landowner permission to free his serfs, in that the act
of 1342 required the landlord to supply his liberated serfs
with land. "The government saw the danger of creating a
huge landless proletariate and steered a middle course by
making the law of 1842 faeulative. * "In 1847 peasant
communes were permitted to buy themselves out of serfdom,
./ith the land they cultivated, if the estate of their
master was sold publicly by auction for debt. Such sales
were frequent at this period, but the concession was sub-
sequently so hedged round by restrictions that it became
worthless. In the condition of the 'State', (or 'Crown')
peasants some improvement was effected by the creation
of a Linistry of State Property, (1837). B *
Peculiar to Russian literature is the "unaffected
conception that the poor and lowly are on a plane of
equality with the so-c lied upper classes. .hen the
fcgXishL.an lickens wrote with his profound pity and under-
standing of the poor, there was yet a bit of remoteness,
perhaj. s, even, a bit of caricature, in his treatment of them.
....The ..ussian writes of the poor, as it were, from within,
as one oi them, with no e^ e to theatrical effeet.. r; here
is no insistence U] on peculiar virtu.es or vices. The poor
are portrayed Just as they are,"** with true universality
* Russia from the Varangians to the Bolsheviks, C.A. 13ir3-ett,p.401.
**An Introduction to The Best Kussian Short Stories, Edited by \^
Thomas Seltzer.
i
in the drawing. There is love and pity for oppressed man-
kind, and an earnest desire to improve the lot or humanity,
writing, to the kussians, is a serious business. "They
demand that fiction sliall be a true mirror 01 lire, and be
of service to life. A Russian author, to achieve the
highest reco^ition, must be a thinner, he need not
necessarily be a finished artist. This is the secret of
the marvelous simplicity of Tiussian literary art, and it
finds its exemplification in Turgenev and Tolstoy. v
Turgenev (1818-1883) stands as the creator of
a school of writing, he is complete master of form. He
labored and polished his work as did Pushkin. He wrote
chiefly of the aristocracy, and his sphere of writing is
limited in point of time as well as in form. He lacked
the powerful epical impulse, } is ^ussia is all before
the i.eform. After 1870 he lived in France where he was an
intimate iriend of ilaubert, a patron of Zola, and a friend
of Dauuet ana i.aupassant • One realizes hat it must have
meant to argue a Frenchman into rer.uing a novel in several
volumes, by a "barbarian" I But Turgenev persuaded the
French to read Tolstoy, "As the self-appointed promoter
of liussian letters aboad, he had interested himself particu-
larly in pushing Tolstoy's work, in spite of a (personal)
break with the author. It is reported that :hen Charles
Kdmond suggested to Tur~enev that the Paris 'Temps' would
welcome a contribution from him, he took Edmond to his
t
fcooms, and handed him, an the choicest possible offering,
a nanuscri i t translation of '. olstoy's "Sebastopol Tales".
He wasn't, he acded, worthy to "unloose the latchet of this
nan's shoes."*
temperament, an aristocratic nind anc" entire indepereenee.
He believed in the power of poetry in literature, and nuoted
: ushlrin. Tolstoy wrote of him t "Tur^renev was here a^ain,
and was just as charming and brilliant. But, he is a little
like a fountain spouting imported water, and one is always
afraid that the Jet may be exhausted and the fountain cease
playing."** The philosoj hy of Tolstoy was a source of
irritation to this "most likable of pagans 14 , who enjoyed
life i nu feared death. He was not really an atheist, but
a positivist. He expressed his own philosophy b; saving,
"I shall saj' brieil; 1 . at I nr., above all, r. realist, and
chiefly interested in the living truth of the human face;
to everything supernatural I am indifferent, and I don't
believe in absolutes and systens; I love freedom better
than anything, and so far as I can jud-^e I an sensitive to
poetry. Everything human is dear to me, siavor hilism is
alien, and so is all manner of orthodoxy.""** How very
far Turgenev had frown from the Russian tradition!
jVjv-enev ^osscssec! sound culture, s humane
His art is always wholesome because it is highly
* Turgenev, The Man—His Art—And Lis A~e. Yarmolinsky, p. 348.
**!Pur£enev, Yamolins2:y, p.-351.
;
* ''' \ ur je i.ev , Y ai-molinsky
, p • 356
•
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artistic. ne of his most notable stories is the novelette
celled "A Lear of the Jteppe". Some quotations from it will
serve to suggest his st^Ie* "letrovich Kharlof, (the hero
of the tale), to tell the truth, was not very devout; i.e
rarely went to church • He used to say to himself that his
bodily dimensions forbade it; that he took up the room of
too many of the faithful. - ut these attacks usually ter-
minated in the folio ..Inr way: he "began to uhistle, and
then in a voice of thunuer ordered his carriage to he
brought out. A few minutes later he would be seen trundling
li—I the countr; , and flourishing his whip-hand above his
old cap, as who should say, 'The world is ours
J
r After all
he was a Russian." Turgenev's nature descriptions are
after this pattern: "It was a lovely day; I do not "believe
that there is such September weather anywhere in the world
but in Russia. It was so still that more than a hundred
paces off one could hear a squirrel leaping among the dry
leaves which already strewed the .-round; far away one
could hear ft dead branch detacli itself from the top of a
tree, fall lightly from bou ;h to bough, and finally drop
apon the soft grass. The air, neither warm nor cold, but
full of odors, and as if slightly acidulateu, brought a
gentle tinging to the cheeks and ejes. A thread of
gossamer, fine and flexible as that of a silk v,cm, came
floating through the air; a sure sign that the fine weather
would last. The Sun gave a pale soft light, almost li.1 e
i
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noonli ht. n This stoiy, is as its name indicates, the
story of a Russian Lear who is moved to divide his earthly
kingdom between his daughters. Of course his premonitions
of death are not r;ell founded, and he lives on, miserable
and ashamed of the depths to *i i h his dcu. liters have
allowed him to sink. At the very last, almost like a wild
animal, stun and mortixied beyond endurance, he climbs
upon the house he has given to his un-^rateful children,
; nd tears it down, Turrenev shows him to us in the follow-
ing picture:
"Of a . ood third of the roof of the new house,
not more than a skeleton was left, Two sides of the house
e.e ilea uj •ith broken planks, n the floor 01 the
arret, rising out oi dust ana the fragments, was a blackish
ass, movin- with a strange and unwieldly kind of activity;
at one moment this creature shook furiously the only chim-
ney that was left standing—the other bein^- already in ruins;
at the next it tore off a plan! of the roof nnd hurled it to
the -round; " hen noised a rai tcr Hitll b#ttl hasda and OPtBatuML
at it with violence. This was Kharlof. I was struck with
his likeness to a bear; his head, his back, his shoulders,
his le^s rlanted wide apart, -vere ell near-like, ?he furious
wind which had arisen blew about his ra^s and his lon£ hair.
It was horrible to see his bodj , naked as it an eared through
the rents in his garments; ana it vas horrible to hear his
hoarse ana sava -e rowlin s,"
4
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Kharlof finally falls from the roof and is killed.
Even in the tragic conclusion of this story r urgcnev intro-
duces his characteristic touches of humor. In describing
the funeral of kharlof he ; ives us this crisp touch.
"Maximka, olaa in a new jacket, had slipped in amonc the
singers, v/ith whom he intoned the hymns in a tenor of such
piercing shrillness that none could doubt the sincerity
of his attachment to the deceased." It is also true of Tur-
-enev that he paints vivid pictures with a stroke, such as—
"A man in a long, loose serge coat, so old that antiquity
seemed to have crystallized upon it." The viork of Tiirgenev
presents vivid pictures of contemporary :?ussian society,
with it3 rroblons, the clash of ideas between the old and
t e new generations, and the strupples, the aspirations
and the thoughts that engrossed the advanced jouth of
Russia; so that his collected works form a remarkable
literary record of the successive movements of Russian
society in a period of preparation, fraught with epochal
significance, which culminated in the over-throw of Czarism
and the inauguration of a new and untried democracy."
The best v/orl; of the writers of the first j eriod
in aissia is in the field of the Ion,:; novel, and in this
field, as the Laster, stands Tolstoy. In 1387 1'atihew
mold said, "The Russian novel has now the vogue, and
deserves to have it • The Russian novelist is I aster
of a spell to which the seci et of human nature—both what
is external and internal, gesture and manner no less than
>
thought end feeling-Trillinrly make themselves known .
In that form of ima^ira-' ive literature, rrhich in our tay is
the most popular and the mod j OEsiMe, the hursirns at the
jresent moment seem to ne to hold the field.'- It v/as tl is
hi h tyre or literary erfort that fcftt its effect on the
short story v.riters alter Tolstoy, for he left upon the
literature or his country the stamp or health, mental rnd
pkysicrl. Le v;: l unbiased, toeing a ove prejudices. Ths
scope oi* his v.ork is almost incredibly great. In deep sin-
cerity he wrote or his rindinrs throu h a psychical analysis
of normal man. ^here v/ul i.otliinr o: the superncturrl in his
treatment or his subjects, bu~ alirays an almost lunatic love
or truth. It is this feverish devotion to stoat he Relieved
true that rots Hclstoy oi t1oy t "that deepest instinct of
relirion''. his theory of art rests on "his religion of
humanitarianism" • 'Art*', (he maintains), "is not, as the
metaphysicians say, the mar ife station of soft* myeterJudS
Idea or beauty, or God; it is not.. .a gam* in v/hich mar lets
off his excess or stored-up er.er-y; it is not the expression
of man's emotion by external si~ns; it is not the production
of pleasing objects; and, above all, it is not pleasure;
but it is a means or union amon^- men, joining then to
;
-ether
in the sane feelinjs, no. int isi ensable lor the life rnd
progress toward well-being 01 individuals and of humanity
r
. o evoke in one's self a feelin- one has experienced, and......

so to transmit that feeling— that others may experience the
sane feeling— this is the activity Of art T ."* r
Since Tolstoy is so deiinitelj a novelist we
must regard him as an influence rather than as a contribu-
ting lactor in a study of the Russian short story.
Dostoevski ' s novel "locr Ieojle" is merely an
extension oi Gogol's tale "The Cloak*' • Eat in lostoevsky
(1821-1881) the passion for the eom.cn people reaches its
climax. Being a keen and able psychologist lostoevsky
made the human mind his study, becoming clinical in his
merciless analysis. Unfortunately he used as his studies
the abnormal and diseased. Huea 1 h- t -e iiiid in his writings
is representative of the type of work called, so ignorantly,
typically Russian. The most Lussian thin- ahout Dostoevsly ? s
studies is no his abnormality hut his humanity X "Between
scores of heartrending, abject poverty, injustice <„nd wrong,
and the torments of mental pathology, he managed almost
to exhaust the v;hole range of human woe. xjid he analysed
this misery with an intensity of feeling and a painstaking
regard for the most harrowing details that are quite up-
setting to normally constituted nerves. Yet his horrors
mui t he for iven him because of the motive inspiring them—
an overpowering love and the desire tc ind .ce an eciial love
in others. It is not horror for horror's sake, as in . oe,
but horror for a hi h purpose, for purification through
suffering, which was one of the articles of Dostoevsky's
faith.""*
* Tolstoy, Taul S« More, p.p. 210-211.
**Introduetion to iiest Russian Short Stories, Seltzer.
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Lueh the horror we find in Lostoevsky's
writing is, however, a mild reproduction of personal
experience. He himself was sickly, morbid, and un-
fortunate. He ;<as a victim of the ruthless methods ox
fc&c fjjnm^iliili Under Nicholas I he suffered for be-
longinr; to a small circle 01 literary men and oxfieers
who were folio, cil ox ietrashevslry. he was accused of
hav:ng socialistic ideas and was condemned to death.
He was granted a reprieve on the scaffold and sent to
Liberia to serve a term in penal servitude, as a
result ox his confinement ana the harrowing; experiences
he nt5 ioreed to undergo, he became an epileptic. his
fact undoubtedly added to his morbiu interest in
psychopathic studies. Liie showed nim its ugliest side.
He did not try to make his writings palatable. Mature
for him did not exist. "Ke is relentless and Inows no
pity; he talks as if the entire world were insane."
In his work can be seen the influence of Go-jol,
Dick&ns, xialzac, and hoffmann.
The "Idiot", a novel, is a very "singular and
upsetting" work. "The Christmas kree and the edding" is
a mild story, quite safe for high-strung nerves. .nether
it is entirely lej-iesentative ox x-ostoevsky is another
matter, he is best known outsiue of r.ussia by his novel,
"The Brothers karamazov" • Edward Garnet^ in his intro-
duction to Constance Garnett's translation of this book

nu
oays, nLut exhaustive and indeed distressingly diffuse
as is Dostoevski's literary method it holds one helpless
in its clutch, so amazing; in its intensity and force is
his creative genius* Immersed in this book one has the
sensation ox uein-.. carried alon ; in ; turbulent flood,
engulfed in whirlpools of passionate feeling, whirled
along in rapids oi thought, caught up and held f«st in
fresh currents ci mystical speculation. LBi the atmos-
pheric pressure increases till the climax is reached. 1
kr # Garnett turns from critical appreciation to politi-
cal discussion, and adds, " ere Lostoevsky to rise irom
the tomb today he would fiercely cry that his prophecies
had come true, and that uussia had been basely betrayed
by the Progressives and the Liberals and delivered, into
the hands o± jolshevik Communists and licrxists, whereas
the westerners woulu urge that Imperial Russia had been
lea to her ruin by the blind stupidi ty oi' the iiiitccracy
ana the dark xorcea oi' Kasputinisei. It is impossible
to separate .uostoevsiky the fierce polemic champion of
Orthodoxy from Lostoevsky the artist, but it is only
fair to him to add that in his scathing satire on his
generation in 'Tfct . ossesseu." he branded, mercilessly
both forces in the opposing camps, ihou. h his political
activities have been tumeu | ail lit out his creative pro-
jections of ominous national types came to life and
talked the land a generation after his death."

5£
Before 1820 there had b.en no criticism
worthy of the nar.it in Russia, Up to this tine only
"la.xL3.tory recognition" had been expressed. Kararazin
in his "Loscow Journal" had attempted criticism, but,
later
t
in his "European Lessen ;er ,! abandoned the effort.
The "Ladies Journal" expressed an opinion that "Criticism
mi-ht dishearten our budc ing geniuses; they would fall
and wither like spring flowers before a storm" •*
There were superficial imitations of the irench style
with nothin g more substantial to offer as a model.
Bestuzhev in "The Almanac" cried, "when shall we alt
last find our own path? Y/hen shall we write Russian
direct? God alone Inows."** From Irince Yyazemslry came
some honest and sincere criticism. He praised >ushl-in,
nade a real estimate of Derzhavin and Dmitri ev, con-
tributed £n historical study on Von Vizin, and attacked
uo;;ol. Ladezhuin prophesied that out of the turmoil of
Classicism, iiomanticism ,and imitation would come a
Russian literature. DtlNfrtj advocated philosophy and
the advancement of learning as the
;
^roundworl of a
literature natural and native.
The "real creator of Russian literary and
journalistic criticism",*** was Belinsky. He has been
called the Kussian Lessing. He did more than any other
* A Literary history of Russia, Bruckner, p. 267
** A Literary History of Russia, Bruelcner, p. 269
***A Literary Ristory of Russia, I'rucRner, p. 274.
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single individucl for the mentrl revival of llussia. His
name, even at the "be jinnin • of Alexander II T s rein,
could not be mentioned publicly. But he was read J The
ouns men of Russia studied him and followed him, accepting
his ^ud.^inent unquestioniri^ly. Belinsky is the master of
the fine art of teaching the Russians to read between the
lines. They looked for a double meaning in everything he
said. Althou gh his message was for the masses ,only the
intellectuals could read him, "but they were making ready
to lead the masses and to take his message to them.
Belinshy, together with Balunin and Katkov, had been in-
fluenced by the philosophical teachings of Btanl-evich.
i'or his play "Dmitri Kalinin", Belinsfcy" was expelled from
the University of Moscow. In the play he had exposed
serfdom and criticised God and the Government. Lis con-
viction was that Russia had no literature.
Both BeTinsky and Ealmnin were carried away by
one phase of Hegel's philosophy, "taking literally the
proposition of the compatibility of everything actual
with Reason". Because of this, B^linsky tried to reconcile
existence to any reality, whether reasonable or not. He
believed in "the illegality of all protest, the exclusive
beatific tion of conservatism, the remoteness from the
present and its cares of Art, an incarnation of the ab-
solute: he cursed its negative tendency, Satire and
Co—fly, rejected the patriotic when adopted by a conquered
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people; vociferated against i-rench art "because of its
social character and because of the propa^*anda oi sub-
versive and emancipating ideas; was enthusiastic only
for unconsciously creative, objective Art, that of Homer,
Shakespeare and Goethe."*
Later 3aLins3:y was called to lit. 1 ctcrsbui-
,
and there he underwent a ^reat change. It became evident
that his one-sided interpretation of Bt el would not
work, so he turned to the irench modern practice of irt
as a great social force. _hen he changed again to another
extreme. .hat is the pur ose of art ant; literature, he
a3is. And he answers his Question by asserting that only
in so far as they serve humanity, society and progress
are art and literature justifleu. lot Art for Art's sake,
but for the understanding and betterment of man! ind.
Luring the second period of his critical evolu-
tion Belinskjl aduireu anu defended Gogol, encourages
Lostoevsky, Herzen and C-ri-orovich. lie did much to
stimulate interest in the older literature and encouraged
the reople to reed KoltsOv and LCrmontov. He despised
form for form 1 : sr.* e. lie looked for the real, nd when
he found it he praised it. He had abandoned his youth-
ful ide lien. a*t for Life's sal:e was now his slo an.
But he went too far. He tried to divorce life
and art. He discovered in lushkin what he had failed to
observe before, a devotion to Art for Art's sa.e, so he
* A Literary history of hussia, Bruckner, p. 277.
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attacked luskhin. lie did not work out an answer to the
problem involved in a consideration of "whether beauty
consists only in the correspondence of idea and form
and art in the reproduction oi' the beautiful, and
whether by his new principle art was not turned away from
its proper task".* He died before he had worked out a
final philosophy of art, but the effect of his criticise:
on Russian literature was powerful* he "social" criticise
of the late nineteenth century had its be. inninc in the
Belinsky of the forties*
Another critic who exerted a great influence on
Russian letters was /ilexander Lerzen, (181E-187C). lie
was of German and Russian arentage but was irench in
tcmpercment. He was grounded in the principles of Irench
socialise, uhen the literary men of Russia were completely
under the influence of German philosophy, Herzen remained
time to his French teochin s. I e hated mysticism. Al-
though he was reli ious his Inowled:e of exact science
kept him from any mystic 1 enthusiasms* In his novel
"'..ho Is To Blame?" he voices the inaction of Russia,
".i'e Russians", sc.;. s the hero, "most frequently be In
afresh, inheriting from our fathers only their property,
movable and fixed, and even that we look after badly*
If we wish to do anything, v/e find ourselves entering a
boundless steppe* In all directions roads lie or en to us,
only when you take them you do not arrive anywhere, ouch,
*A Literary history of Russia, Bruckner, p. 282.

then, is our many-sided inactivity, our busy idleness."
Herzen was exiled lor six years, when he was very
joung, because oi' disresject to i icholas I. In 1840 he
was exiled again, but obtained permission to return to
Lo; cow. iron there he went abroau, in 1847, never to re-
turn. France cured him oi his Liberal illusions. He had
joined liuicunin in France and lived through the Revolution
or 1S4G. i,e came out of that experience in deep uespaif
over all estern civilization. He lived in Switzerland
and later in England. From London he wrote to Lussia,
"Here in a foreign L n& I am jour uncensored speech, ^our
free voice". Livii.g outside of t ussia he became one of
the strongest influences in the country. Ms paper "The
Eell" was snug-led into ussia and widely read. He as] ed
lor j.reedom of speech, for freedom for the peasant from
the landowner, and for freedom of the tax-paying classes
from political aomination. The emancipation acts of 1861,
1863, and 18o6, the University statute of 1863, and the
Judicial reform of 1864y Herzen considered just a beginning.
Under the influence of Balunin, herzen became
more extreme. 'i'he rising in . oland in 1863 showed the
Russians that Herzen* s sympathies were not with Lussia,
and he immediately lost prestige and power.
He was a profound thinker, and perhaps one of the
greatest services he rendered his country MM in his manner
of representing Russia abroad.
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After the ^ear 1848 a reaction set in in litera-
ture as v/ell 13 in affairs, and during; the next dec: ue
there was no literary production except rare ilashes iron
L'olstoy or Lur^enev. Luring this period all consideration
of further reform was dropped. The revolutionary move-
ments in other countries frightened the government , and it
took steps to repress every individual expression in .ussia.
Strict censorship v/as enforced, the Universities were
limited in their educational scope, and progressives in
every field were susj ected. literature, consequently
,
suffered a paralyzing "blow from which it did not recover
until the time of Alexander II. nA whole epoch of ussian
history was ended,"* and it had ended with the failure of
the Crimean ..ar, and the very evident failure of the govern-
ment. "Sevastopol fell in order that 'God mi^ht reveal
all the rottenness of the system of •overnment, all the
results of the principle of 'throttle' 1 ".**
After 1848 Dostoevsky and Ileshcheev were placed
in disciplinary companies, herzen left the country ,and
censorship had the lid on creative talent. Lon^ drawn-
out novelu ecai-ie the vo ue. 'ihe lau hter of Gogol was
hushcu, the realistic school was closed, and a movement
was starteo to change the Universities into technical
schools. '±he number of students gMm smaller "by a fourth.
History and Lo ic were dished out to the hungry people Dy
* Russia from the Varangians to the Bolsheviks, Birkett, p.4?:5
**Russia from the Varan; ians to the Bolsheviks, J irfcett, p.4£3

ministers and theologians. All study 01 Old . ussia was
discouraged. J eople v/ere punished not for oifenscs hut
for opinions, "An end was made of truth and humanity."
During the last years of the rci n of Alexander I every
critical thought was barred from print, and "under
x icholas the Russians were altogether relieved from the
burden of thinMng".*
The policy of Absolutism, as Nicholas had
practiced it, had failed. Attention now turned from
external to internal affairs. ith Alexander II censor-
ship was relaxed, l^ussians could travel freely abroad,
the Universities v/ere placed on a more solid footing,
the schools v/ere opened for all who cored to study, and
cr. .'.arch C, 13^1 r: issued an act ci ;..v.r.nci:alion vf.-ich
freed twenty million private serfs. The actual libera-
tion of the peasants was only a berinnin^, just as
Lincoln's Emancipation of the ne^rro v;as only a beginning.
The masses had to "be provided for. The not of 1861 did
not ive the peasants the same rights and privileges that
the rest of the people of Russia enjoyed. V,.e r-overnment
fearec. the turning loose of so many "souls" without some
provision for their welfare, so a £Tant of land was riven
them, to be held in "perpetual possession", and for the
use of it the peasant had to pay a rent; 1 fee, in monej. or
labor, to the actual owner. The village commune, or mir,
*Bruc!:ner, Literary History of Russia.

not a new institution in Kussia, was reorganized, peasant
could, by arrangement with the governiient
f
buy his land froia
the owner, but so lev; of the peasants coulc obtain the
price that the privilege was little usee, .he lanci allot-
ments were small, not lar,;e enough to require the time of
the peasants who tilled thera, and the yield was so mearer
that it barely kept away starvation. The peasant was
free from the personal control of the landlord, but he
had almost no land* unly a clear understanding of this
impossible system could show the helplessness of a peasant
eau Ivt in its clutches, i othir, was his o.n. .'. ia little
piece of laud belonged to the village, and he could not
cell it noi in, ove it. he planted what the village de-
creed, regardless of his own judgment. A12 enterprising
spirit, all originality was crushed out of him. he could
only cling desperately to his piece ox community-owned
land and sinl ever deeper and deeper into poverty, starva-
tion, and despair. fi.he landlord was protected because he
received his rental for the land whether any income was
derived from it or not. 'hhe peasant was often put to
desperate straits to meet the rental. In this situation
lie the germs of Russia's later difficulties. If the
government had -iven the land outright to the peasants,
the revolutions of 1905, 1917, and 1918 might have been
avoided, but the plan adopted led inevitably to the
Bolshevik devolution. r he landlord had all the rower,
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and disputes between the peasant and the ovmer were settled
by the nobility. L'he peasant paid too great a price lor
something he did not get, for he received as his own only
the property rights and tille to the house in which he
lived. The land belonged to the mir "by right of peasant
purchase, and the government held the community responsible
for individual liabilities. The peascnt became a slave
to the community, which in turn became a slave to the
government. The conditions v/ere an improvement over t- ose
existing in the sixteenth century, however. At that time
the people v/ere so oppressed and ground down that they
lacked the vitality to resist. Under the new regime they
dreamed of revolt.
In 1863 and I806 the crown, or state ^serfs
were riven their freedom with more generous settlements of
land.
"The reforms produced an enormous change in
Russian life, and opened many new channels to amcitious
and vigorous i en, who, under the preceding reV-ime would
most probably have turned to writing vcrne or fiction.
The new law-courts demanded large numbers of educated and
civilised workers. The rapid growth of capitalistic
enterprises • ttracted numerous workers, and the number of
engineers was many times multiplied. The rise of revolu-
tionary theories made science fashionable and attractive.
The whole atmosphere became freer and more propitious for
•
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every kind, of intellectual activiiy The immediate
effect on literature oi' the liberal reforms of Alexander II
v/aa a shortage of new hands. n;,;
The greatest ahort atory writer of Russia was
Anton Chekhov, ( 1860-1904 )• Unfortunately too many persons
know him only throu-h his play "The Cherry Orchard,
"
Much that is thoroughly Chekhovian appears in tlxat play,
but it is not as representative aa a number of hi8 short
stories would be* Chekhov, knowing earlj in life that
he had tuberculosis, ana huvin - an analytical and intro-
spective mind, saved himself from the tra euy of suicide
only throu h his sense of humor.
Just here it seems necessary to say a word about
the Russian sense of Romor. We have ccme to expect reaction
in artistic temperaments; we are not surprised that Mark
Twain had moods of black depression. It would not be
reasonable for any one to be funny all the time. Lor is
it reasonable to suppose that the Russians are forever
gazing at life through the masque of tragedy. They have
a deli-htful sense of humor! hen Go ^>1 wants to tell
us how pleased the tailor was with the cloak he had made
for the little petty official, he does it in this way:
"letrovich, (the tailor], did not neglect to observe that
it was only because he lived in a narrow street and had
no si nboard, and had known Akaky Akakiyevieh so Ion.?:,
^Contemporary Russian Literature, Prince D.E. Uirsky, p.p. .5 &
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that he had made it so cheaply. Akrkiyevich did not care
to ar#ue the joint with Xetrovich* He paid him, thanked
him, and set out at once in Ms new cloak for the depart-
ment, letrovich followed him, and pausi?\g in the street,
gazed long at the cloak in the distance, alter which he
went to one side expressly to run throu. h a crooked alley,
and emerge a.pain into the street "beyond to 0feJM once more
ujon the cloak from another ;oint, namely, directly in
front. " This humor of the Iwiasa is not larce. It
is a humor from the heart, and the more precious because
it is so. "The lau hter oi' Comedy is impersonal and oi'
unrivallet. politeness, nearer a smile; often no more than
a smile. It laughs through the mind, for the mind directs
it; and it might be called the humor of the mind", sr ? s
Geor^ Meredith. He was speaking of the Comic Spirit as
we find it in Russian Literature, especially in the writing
of Go£Ol and Chekhov.
Chekhov was bom In Tci.ganarok, in the Ukraine,
in I860. 3amyatin in an excellent biographical sketch
of Chekhov,* explains how he wts indeed a son of the soil,
his pedigree was purely peasant* In 1841, twenty years
before the abolition of serfdom, Chekhov's grandfather
bought the freedom of his familj am becoix a steward on
the estates of Count Platov. Chekhov's lather, a shop-
keeper, brou -ht his children up in strict fear of God and
*The Life and Letters of Anton Chekhov, Kited by
S»8< Koteliansky and Jhilip lomlinson.
r
rijld observance 01* p.11 church lews. The usual reac ion
followed, and in maturity Anion wrote, ,: I have no reli 'ion
now". However as a literary nan he owed much to this
early training* His lather had formed a choir of his
five sons and instructed them in church music* The ritual
and chants tau/ht the young Chekhov the "beauty of words,
and £ave him a keen sensitiveness to the power of the
Russian language* harly in his youth Chekhov showed un-
usual ability as a story-teller. It was this ability that
won for him hie Jirst opportunity to do literary work. The
family fortunes were wrecked, and at the are Ox sixteen
Chekhov wa3 selfsupporting. In 1879 he entered the school
of Medicine at the University of Moscow. Two years later
he b» -an his literary career. lie found that he could 1 e
a livin;- for himself ana his family by writing humorous
sketches. He was ashamed of what he called his "finliterary
work", but it kept his family alive in a dark basement in
Loscow. In such an atmosphere he wrote his witty stories,
and at the same time carried on his work at the University
of Moscow. He expresses often in his writings the regret
that his maniier oi life gave him at this time no freedom
to \e alone, to think, to remoye himself from liic tnd
contemplate it. ..hen his medic 1 slut ic; were completed
he moveu, ..i-h j<i3 l'r.mily, io Voskressensk, a village near
Lloscow. As a doctor he came in contact with hospitals,
courts, military officials, and the peasants. It v/as througb
c(
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his connection with the battery quartered at Vosfcrescensl:
that he rathered material which he later used in his play,
"The ffhree oisters".
iiot until 1085 wa3 he able to leave the type of
writii.^: he hau teen forced to do and turn his talent into
literature as he conceived it. he "began to write for the
I-etersbur^ Gazette, and Gregox'ovich, a literary li^ht of
the tiue, took note of him. In 1880 he wrote to Chel'hov,
"You have real talent, a. talent that puts ;.ou far alcove
the circle of writers of the nev; generation" • '.hrough the
"Hovoye Vremya", the largest and most widel; read daily,
Chekhov was able to reach a hirher literary level and a
greater public. He abandoned liis "fvjuiy story" f wrote
under his MB name, and began tc have ffclth in himself.
In 1888 his story "The Sterpe" was published in the best
—th*lj of the time, and he was sought after by editors.
After the publication of "In Twilifht", and "Gloomy leorle",
he was grafted the award of the .ushlrin prize by the
Academy of sciences.
ith success in the literary world there came
sme relief irom financial burdens, but there came also
a laiov.leu^e ox failing health* Kemovin^ frem I., scow to
the country he interestec himself in the practice of
medicine, in buildii: schools at his own expense, and writinr
stories. "Jard Lumber :>ix", "The Blacfc Lonk' :
,
"Lly Life",
"Uurcier", and "llouzhiks" were written at this time.
c
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The peasants had occupied a place in literature
"before Chekhov T s tine, "but he gftfti them a new treatment*
He showed the Russian village juet as it was, stripped of
sentimentality end trappings. He wrote the truth with
merciless directness. -.0 one after him was so fearless
except Gorki and Buuin. he was intere3tod in all classes
and conditions of people. leasant, merchant, priest,
professional roan, scholar, military officer, soldier,
•ovemnent official, Gentile or Jew, man, woman, or child-
Chekhov knew them all. "His material is only delimited
"by humanity".
After reading a number of Chekhov *s stories the
persons in them stand out so clearly in your mind that you
find yourseli wonderinr whether the; mi nt not be persons
you have seen and heard and known, rather than people out
of a book. "Ir.e Darling" 1m the story by that name is
unlike anyone else, ^he has no separate existence of her
own, but speaks the language, thinks the thoughts, feels
the feelings of the man - or men - s.e loves. hen life
oved onward, and there wa3 no longer any man in whom to
live, she existed - as a shell without a soul. But a
little cnild came by, needing love, am?, tiic *.:u ;iin
,
tal in~
hlm to her useless self, sunk herself in the boy as she had
lost herself in her loves. Becoming a mere reflection of
the child she found herself happy again.
r
Chekhov once said, v . covle passed before me with
their loves, clear days followed, dark nights, nightingales
sang, the hay was iragrant, and all these things, dear,
i.u:,.c/i-... ii. i..iuory, passed away, disappeared, leaving no
trace, vanished like mist. here ie it all?" These lines
suggest the delicate beauty of Chekhov's thought—a thought
which he expresses in crisp, yet musical language*
His pov/er of condensation i8 k : :.l aLle. Laterial
that most writers would weave into a long novel Chekhov
disposes of in a short story. "There is ina^ic in the way
he draws a picture in a few simple lines. T: Lichenwald,
the Euesian critic, said of him, "It is impossible and it
ere sinful to analyze tirean after three
c ,
the precious
fabric of Chekhov's work;- ssch an operation would destroy
the very fabric as if you ;*ere to blow away the g*Xi dust
from the win&s of a butterfly. The content of Chekhov's
works cannot be told at all; one lias tc re u them. Heading
Chekhov means to drink his lines, to be afraid of omitting
a word, for every word contains an artistic \ leu-point
,
sone striking jptMWlflr sHon of nature or a wonderful
detail of human character.
All literary aspirants should read "HushJ" It
is the story of a man vivo is bitten bj the creative bee
and has to writel He comes home late at ni^ht, Bakes Lis
wife and orders tea—and j ossibly beef teak—and quiet
I
i
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i'or he has an idea and is -oing to write! The child of the
house calls for a drink of water. "HushJ" says the mother,
"Papa is writinjj LushJ" Ihe cool: "begins to snore and
has to "be husheu* At three o'clock in the morning he wakes
his wife a^ain and orders more tea* "he writes until four,
and would £0 on until sis but he has exhausted hli subject*
. „_s coquetting and siio-vin^* oif belore inanimate objects,
where he is far from prying indiscreet eyes, his despotism
and tyranny in the little ant's nest over which fate has
jivon him authority, those are for him the spice of life*
How little this despot at home resembles the puny, humble,
speechless, incapable being e are in the habit of seeing
in the oifices of the newspapers*
"I am so tired that I don't thini I shall be
able to sleepi" he says as he zoea to bed* "Our work,
this internal, thankless drudgery of a galley-slave does
not tire the body so much' as the Rial* I must take some
drop6 of bromide* Cht Heaven }nows ii it weren't for my
family I'd throw over the whole thing*1 Lh, 'tis awful to
have to .rite to order like this*
"he ixlis into a profound and wholesomeslumber
and sleeps BAtll one or two o'clock in the aften oon*
oh, how much longer he would have slept, what dreams )M)
woulu have dreamed, had ne been a famous author, or an
eaitor, or evt n a publisher!
"'ue was writing all ni ht, 1 whispers his wife

08.
with a frightened iaee. »ilush*» to one dares si oak or
walk or make a sound* l is slee^ is sacred, and whoever is
guilty of disturbing it wcuIl have to jay dearly. »liush*«
is waited through all the rooms, 'hush*'"
v
.Ljb.\,iu-: in a n 'or <— l iu.L. i.o\. ei i study* j:v>£,
a handsome indolent tramp, has a strange fascination for
women, '-hey pursue him. Agatha, the faithful cut restless
2>oung wife of one of the villagers, is a victim. Jhe
fellows Liavlca, and in defiance stays with Mm until the
dawn breads. Coldly but very dramatically 3av]:a and the
narrator ..etch the ; irl retura across the shallow river to
her waiting ^usband. "Ajatha stex-ped out onto the "bank
and starteu acro33 the xielus to the village. At first
she walked boldly, but emotion and terror soon had their
wa^ with her, she looked back iearfully lhu stopped, panting.
"•ahe is fTlj}i%m>i w* aavla smiled sadly, with
his e;es on the bright green ribbon that stretchcu across
the dewy grass behind Agatha. *8bfl aoes/'t want to go on.
her husband has been standing there waiting for her for an
hour* l)Q }ou see him?*
"Savka smiled as he spoke the last words, but my
heart stood still. In the road, near one of the huts on the
out-skirts of the village, stood Jacob, with his ejes fixed
on his returning wife. He did not stii from one spot, but
stood as still as a post. ..hat ere his thoughts as he
r
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looked at her? hat .vords had he prepared to receive her
with? Agatha stood still for some time, then went on.
Lever have I seen any one, whether drunk or sober, walk
with such a gait. Agatha seemed to "be writhing under her
husband's gaze* First she zigzagged, and then stopped and
tramped the ground in one q ot, throwing out her arms,
her knees bending under her, and then staggered back. Afte
she had rone a hunured paces she looked back once more and
sat clown. I looked at oavka. His face was pale and drawn
with that mixture of pity and aversion that men feel at
si .xt of a suffering animal.
"Suddenly Agatha Jumped up, threw back her head,
and advanced \;ith firm footsteps toward her husband."
mj.he Jobbers" is one of Chekhov's most vivid
colorful stoiies. a young doctor's assistant, lost in a
snow storm, xinds his way to an Inn. rjhe old woman who
owns the Inn is absent and her daughter is entertaining
two peasants. 'ihe doctor's assistant does not reel very
welcome, and so decides to show off before the peasants,
he invents great lies oi terrible adventure, but the
peasants know that he is lying, and they desj ise him.
Finally the girl helps one oi" them to steal the horse of
the doctor's assistant* During the evening there is a
vivid description of a EusBian dance.
"But now, at last, Liubka came in. Shi was •
young girl of twenty, bare foot and in ft red dress. She
cast a side-long lance at the doctor and crossed the room
i/
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twice from corner to corner, not walking but simjly mincing
She opened a chest and tool: out first a cotton dress with
red ar.fi. "blue srots, then another \vith flounces that rustled
and cradled like paper, and lastly a handkerchief shot
with the colors of the rainbow.
•Kalashikoff tuned a balalaika and btghfl to rlay,
and the doctor's assistant could not for the life of him
Mini out whether the tunc were :;.erry or sad . I.'.erik
cuudenlj Jumpet up, heat on the floor with hie iron-shod
boots, and then, spreading his arcs, crossed the room on
his heels, from the table to the stove arc irom tie clove
to the chest, here he lea^eo. up as if he had been stunr,
clapped hia ^cet in lie I irt dropped down, ana sitting on
his heels danced helter-skelter across the floor* liubka
waved both arms, gave a despairing shriek ant followed
after him. bhe danced si. c a\ s at *irst t stealthily, as
If trying to steal \:pon him and" hit him from behind; 1" n
she drummed with her heels, spun round like a top t and
drorred down so that her red dress floated about her like
a bell. Peril; o.anced toward her, crouching on his heels,
as if ion^ine to destroy her with his terrible feet, but
she Jumped up, threw bac-3 her head, and waving her aims as
a great bird flaps its win :b, flew about the room hardly
touching the floor. Lerik looked as if ever; instant his
ams ana legs would fly oif. But now lie struck the floor
for the last tine with his heel and stopped as if Btmiak
<
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fcy lightning, Liubka leaned arainst him and clutched Mm
as if he had "been a post. He threw his arms around her, and
looking into her eyes said, tenderly and softly, •I'm going
to find where the old woman fceeps her money, and then I'll
kill her and cut your little throat with a knife and set lire
to the Inn. Lver} one \.ill think ; ou were turned to death
and I'll take jour monej- ant o to i.uhrn, ma*, there I'll
herd horses anc. keep sheep.
"Liubka looker ic/,i\.lly at Lerik ana. said, ''Is it
nice in huhan^ KtrlkV'"
The long list of Chekhov's stories i resents a
different picture with each change of tille. Beautiful
nature descriptions ere to he found in "Tie li-ht Lefore
liaster", "Champagne", "Overseasonec ' , "Lie Lan on the Case",
and "Ereams". Chekhov makes nruch use of the stars, seeing
them always as a tie88in? to manhind. "The Lteppe" is the
story of the uneventful travel of a peasant "boy through
the "flat monotonous fields", hut it gives a beautiful
lyrical expression of atmosphere. The appeelin; simplicity
of such a story as "Little Jack" shows Chekhov as a master
of effect, The story is so simply told that one is un-
conscious of the celicate art of tlx teller. I restitution
is the theme of "The Wt% while in "The liouse .;ith the
mezzanine" he suggests a cere far social diseases. "The
Gooseheirj L..sh" is a tale of poverty and driuii.ennces,
showing the struggle of the he .s .1^ ( il jainst the strong
(i
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and idle. In "ily Life" he deals v.lth Tolstoy's philosophy*
"kurder", "kouzhUrs 1 t and "In the Ravine" aeal with the
peasant problem.
f Hhe literature of the first period reached its
climax in Chekhov.
His final belief was in man, and in fhe Kingdom
oi' Eternal iruth.
•The ^rer.t social upheaval produced by the
Inane ipation oi* the sens, ana other Keiorms of the lirst
hall' oi' Alexander II 's reign, dealt a mortal blow to the
economic welfare of the class that had, up to that time,
monopolized all literary culture—the landed /entry. Its
middle strata, which were intellectually the most active,
suffered ruost from the clow* A new class arose to reiiaee
them,— the Intelligentsia, fhfl origin or the clcxs v.
composite. It abosrbed many members oi' the ruined gentry,
but the rounawork consisted oi men risen irom the lower,
or ratl:er outer classes, t);fit had not previously tatcn part
in modem civilization.* ... Kovolt against all traaition was
the only watchword oi the class."* "I'he Revolution oi
1SG5, in so far as it was a conscious snort to attain
definite ends, was entirely the result of the development
of the revolutionary ideas of the intelligentsia.
"
;
* One
outstanding personality in that group was Chernyshevsli,
who has been called the neatest Russian nihilist.
*Conternpo?;-ary Russian Literatflire, L.irs]:y, p. 5.
**Lirc;
; , p. 97.
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lie followed in the footsteps of Lelinsky and Heiiau ic
"book ".."hat Is To Be Done?", she dag up the misery of
Russian life, stirrec the Intellectuals. He was the -irst
professional revolutionist • He "believed that a political
revolution Liust precede a social one. He was arrestee,
convietee. on false caarres, in 186£, aix. sent to Liberia.
He became a martyr, and after hie death he exerted an
influence more powerful than he had wielded in his iile.
The rise of Marxism about 18C4, with Lenin as
one of the oriiincl leaders, marks an important stage in
the development 01 the Intelii eattia. It 'freed the
student 01 jolitieal science from the blinlers of a too
MAN idealism" • * Larxicm also "developed exclusive
class morality, divorcing politics xrem ethics 11 .**
Ilekhanov, the chief exponent of Russian Uaxzism, was one
of the most powerful members of the Intelligentsia • The
Larxists grew into the Social Democratic larty of Russia,
and were opposed by the lopuliEts, : , in turn, became
the socialist Revolutionaries. ?he social lemocratc Re-
lieved in stri] cl era r;.ass ae ion, but not in a policy
of terrorism. In 1203 this party split into two factions,
the lienshevilcs and the EolsRevilrs, bw.t their policy was
much the sane and there was little actual difference "be-
tween tReo until the (ireat Jar. The socialist Kevolulion-
c i-i . a , ue largely inpetuoM j ou\.Rs, Baxrled MB a
•fcirsky, p. CJS.
**Lirslcy t p . 99
t
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pygW of political assassinations. Bakunin, Lussie's
notorious advocate of ariarU ism, vras the inspiration of
this jroup. Both Bakunin una Liars: "believed that capitalism
v*c-s a danjerous Lienaee to rcussia, 'cut they aid not a ree
as to how a change should be brought about. The Harpists,
believed t!:at state capital sixuie replace private capital,
Tut Baliuiin objected, seein_; privtits ov.ncrsLip irclerstle
to state, he had faith in the l irg in the iov;er ci the
jovial unit # but be saw the bullet, not the ballox, as
the Lest Means to that end. * trx v. at. a scientist,
iakunin a hot-heated adventurist. Balunin iaclised the
peasant, ana preached 'the creativeness oi the unloosed
masses' . rlo free the masses he was willii. tc destroy
everything*
Another party, the liberals, r/rev. in , over,
t *irst it eloselj resembled socialism and later ^rew
into the Constitutional Lemocrats.
Terrorism came to a standstill alter the assassi-
nation 01 .J.exancier II. ho thin- v/as ained by the act and
mar^y Terrorists c/ere bent to Liberia. I obedonostsev , a
fanatical reactionary controlled the government until 1905.
He was an exact opposite 01 Bakunin. He attacked democracy
and estern cultuie as a disease, calling Iarliaueiit ?=ji
"institution 101 plunoerii-^ the peorle", .Lrcee-om oi the
press a larce, a^o. e^acation lor the masses a hure ni3tale.
lis _-<.c ianarj influence lasted tjaroujh the reign of
ri
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Alexander III t and into the rei.rn of liieholas II. Kussia
as a nation was policed, and in the :rrip of autocratic
power. Secret agents were everywhere, and the people lived
in fear and terror, ^he secret police, the Okhrona, "became
so powerful that it was a menace to the state itself. "The
tail wagged the dog. " All public /gatherings were forbidden,
there was no trial by Jury, half of Russia v/as kept under
a state of sie^e by the police, strict censorship war en-
forced, all educational efforts were confined to reli -ious
matters, schools were suppressed, and the government de-
termined what tne masses should thin] about." At this tine
..here were in i.ussia thirty thousand Zerastov schools,
carried on largely b} inaiviaual support, and ei hteen
ti.o .Bai.u elnureh schools. It wab ] obedonostsev's policy
to cut uoun tne number of ^emstov schools ana increase the
p;„.i.-oi,iiial schools.
. tie ore revolts, strikes, ana uprisir-s,
followed bj vigorous punishment. fihe cry oi the peasant
was, 'the litno, for those who labor! ". The Socialist wanted
f, 8elf-aet termination of the peoples", Both a policy if put
into effect would mean the dissolution of the ussian Empire.
he i ionality wp.s strong in the great body of f;ussians, and
they rallied to the support of the ^-overnment to prevent
such a dissolution, ^.he traric failure of the wnr with
Japan aided the Socialists in their pro ram. The relumed
soldiers ere ready to attack the overnment. The government,
c
realizing its danger, made sudden arrests, amone them the
head of the soviet. The Soviets then c^llec" up>on the
people to refuse to jay taxes, "but arain the government
von* The spirit of the devolution was :one.
count loo Tolstoy quotes the I -.ussian poet,
Tutcheif, MM sajii-f; tlat "one cannot tnaerstand Russia by
the mind or reason; one can only have faith in her r , and
ao.ds that the Intellectuals were fond of repeating this
pphorism, seeing in it an excuse lor all Russia's short-
coning and the calamities that overtook the nation* He
sees the failure of the Intellectuals in the fact that
they made the people conscious of a £Teat wrong. but rave
them no remedy; implanted in their minds a vague hope,
tut sl.cwed them no way to achieve it.
"If the intellectual class of Russia, liberal
as it was in its beliefs end actuated by high political
ideals, had ever worked out a unified and practical pro-
gram for the benefit 02 the people to whose aspirations
it professed to be devoted, it coulc have averted tic
deluge Which en/ulxed it together with the rest of the
nation. So-uaj \vc find the intelligentsia of old l.uesia
scattered, to the four corners of the world, swept nn
by the same hurricane that crumbled the politierl liic of
a greet country end leaving a nation almost barren of an
entire class which for centuries had been thought to be
its intellectual bulwark.

"That si^ixiesjjt xaet raises a question oi*
political and psychological interest: II a great nation
can in a lev/ jears practically exterminate its intellectuals
and replace them with a group ol politicians, oi what value,
then, were the facous Russian intelligentsia to the nation,
so ^eal that it could neither prevent no stop the revolt of
its people? The answer is obvious, ihat value, in its
political sense, was nil.
"A man struggling in the water and about to go
down needs something more than dispassionate advice from
philosophers on the river ban}:. Russia^ intellectuals,
v;hen not disputing among themselves on what could be done
to save the drowning man or speculating on his prospects
ol reaching the shore, threw our. to him life-lines of cob-
wot* They wove their xinely spun theories w.iilc the
peasants struggled on.
"xhis great ins tat ill t}, ox the intellectual
leaders, their lack ol a comrfion program, their failure to
work out and unite on a political uoctrine suitable for
the nation, and the feebleness ol their disjointed efforts
helped bring on the chaos which their gifts and position of
i-.-luence could have averted. he fact that the intellectual
class, with tremendous influence at its command, failed to
use that influence wisely or rise to its opportunities
hei htens the tragedy of the evolution. "*
*The Outloo]., iebruary 23, 1927.
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Count Tolstoy accuses the Intellectuals of being
not only anti-political "but also anti-religious. He sees
a.c .vV.:;Di.u- j co. It ic j.t -..likca u.y faith anc. althou- any
sort of political program. It is natural that from the
pen 0; the son of the great Tolstoy we should have a "bitter
attcck ol' any department oi' literature that Cestroyed every
phase 01' idealism.
After the Revolution 1905 the "ban of censor-
ship -was liftc-e, the daily press became powerful, and for
the first time in Russia it was possible to divorce polities
and liter&ture. The most important result of the revolution
was the establishing of a Parliament, the Duma. The years
Immediately following the suppression of the devolution saw
a growth of inaivieuaiiLjm,/:2estheticism, a new intere. t in
problems of box, and a revived interest in religion*
iiov/ any literature could e^mc out of such chaos
as ^ussian history records from the middle nineties to 1917,
is amazing. i»urely such dramatic events wore excellent
bac3a:,rouna *or literary effort, tut Low, the midst
of such fc&mtfc disi-aii # an,, ere; tive genius flared raise his
head, ^e cannot tell*
The literature of the period is a reflection of
the time. The peasant looms large, but the centre cf
attention, following the lead of the modernists, turns
toward the city. The village, however, is seen to offer
nev/ and intere^tin material for study. It seems to provide
the -.ussian character.
c
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The -.-/Titers oi' this period had to write about the
Revolution. They could not escape it. The nineteenth
century writers suffered from the monotony of life, and
their Teat purpose was to stir to action a lethargic nation.
But the twentieth century found itself "breathless in the
midst of too much activity. The result was too much writing
and too little art. The reaction of the Kevolutionary period
expressed itself in cuestions. It aslred the meaning- of life,
questioned ever;, fundamental of society, of humanity, of the
universe. .hat did an ideal mean? Was there an eternal
moral law? ,'as human life sacred when it stood in the way
of happiness for many? s a ii-ht for freedom inspired
"by a religious emotion, or by materiel reed?
The rise of capitalism after the reforms of
..lexanuer II, had | iven new impetus to Jtll ml llw and
gradually the daily paper developed into a political organ.
The Symbolists came to the front with a cry for
spiritual regeneration of mankind, and mystic moods nnd
movements became the vo r^ ue. This reli ious mood, with
the Symbolists at one extreme and the Socialists at the
other, deeply colored Russian literature after 1906.
Between 1 CJ0C and 1910 Russian literature was
divided into two distinct and mutually watertight parts,
the Gorki-Andreev school on the one sice, and the Sym-
bolists with their following on the other. The Oorfci-
Andreev school are the successors of the old Intelligentsia,
who had lost much of the ethicrl education of the old
c
radicals, and acquired nothing in return beyond a 1 craving
void' of pessimism ljqh unbelief. n *
Individualism received less attention, tut esre-
full}' considered, it spelled nihilism, fortunately for
Lussia it was more xroiiounced in literature than in life."*
"By 1910 the v/ori: of the GorLi-Andreev school was done."***
The purely mechanical reason for the tide of
literature Uealinp with sex i roblerns which flooded the
oountr;; was the lifting of the ban of censorship after
the Revolution. Censorship in Russia up to 1906 had "been
most severe, and when the gates were opened the flood
poured in. The hectic, turbulent, disorganised condition
of life, the inflamed imaginations, the rel*:::in : oi mental
effort, the dispair ai;d hopelessness of the people, all
contributed to the unnatural imyortanee in literature of
an emphasis on the baser side of life, xortunatel?; the
duration of the enthusiasm was brier. Andreev and Kuprin
were caught in it, but they differed from the others in
that they approached this delicate problem seriously,
making it a L»oul-searchin^ natter.
Another elemei t or chan&e was in the reading-
public, he twentieth century brought an increase in
number. In recent times, in all countries, a writer faces
a hetero -eneous audience. The intellectuals and the un-
tutored read. lopular success Is easier to ."ain by caterin
* Contem; orary Russian Literature, l.irsky, pp.lOb-106
** Russian Literature, 01 In.
***Contemporary Russian Literature, I.Irsly,
.
.106.
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to the popular teste, even in Pussiai Less attention was
~iven to st;le t 'Titers increased, tut literature was
popularized. The Isalists v/rote in a different mood, and
on different su^vects from the Symbolists, but their
method was the same. The realists were expressionistlc,
producing vivid pictures with little detail, irey wrote
in an accelerated style unknown to the leisurely authors
of the old school. This momentum is indicated by the fact
that the Literary loathly was supplanted "by daily papers,
pamphlets, almanacs, and tracts. Critics increased until
there were as maty critics as writers. Hut the critics,
in spite oi their number, ere sincere and able.
A leading American magazine in 1925 had an
announcement which read, "kaxim Gorki, the {greatest living
Russian writer, has done an arresting piece of work in a
story called "The Hermit" • The story is full of humor
and pathos, with a touch of the sublime and a broad stroke
of the ludicrous. " These qualities are to be found in
most of Gorki's stories. One of his countrymen, an able
critic, in writing of him says, "He came like a laughing
boy into the midst of solemn mournful r,en. lie was like a
sky-rocke t • " This "sky-rocke tin -" of Gorki's makes for
variableness. He is not always true. Some of his char-
acters are too clever, too self-conscious. Too often the
wit is the nit of orki, not of the Russian peasant pictured.
But Gorki Mi bole, and daring:, and thrilling with a
restless rcUHion.
t
The dram oi orki "that approaches freotr.ess
aoes so not reason of his crude naturalism, tut in
so far as the influence of Eietzschean thought lilts it
atove the Slavish realism of much of his work".* "Greater
than life is power," said lietzsche. "'fry live at all",
sr.id o^i, 11 if ./e are rooted of power?" The neatness of
"The Lower lepths" lies in the fact that, "amid the misery
of the ni ht shelter, the prer.chin^ of Satine creates a
vision of the future in the outcasts of the streets"
•
Gorki was ahead of his time* lie lortold the
devolution and prophesied the upsettin- oi established
t-.in;s. he T ook an active
:
art in \lic evolution, Ex-
porting the Bolsheviks. But atout 19C5 thV times had oaught up
with him and passed him. liis remarlatle popularity had terun
to vjaiie* He was no longer a prophet. ::l:en it was that
Gorki turned his gaze tackward toward old Russia and found
it more interesting than contemporary life. He shows
old assia through the eyes of "present understanding",
lie throws into literature the fiendish trutalit?/, the
misshapen u lincss, the savagery of old Missia, tut he
si o ;s, toother indomitotle strength and feverish desire for
si i ritual regeneration. The chord wj ich he sounds lonrest
and loudest, and into which all his different notes harmonize
themselves, is the Ion, in ? of "a mute soul to tecome arti-
culate", iluch of this is a reflection of Gorki's own need.
Modern f rama In Europe, ^torm Jameson, p. 14.
(I
He had no patience, he coula not wait lor the natural
course or affairs. Ee is elemental, of the people, and
his wri tin-~s are 01 the peojle, not about them. Although
after 1910 his time of great popularity in Kussia had
passed, his wort: gradually penetrated to the masses and
he was an influence to be reck oned with in 1917.
Pie constructs a poetry of vivid prose. Observe
how he describes t- forest blazin^i "At the roots of the
trees merry little i lames ran aloi^? lilre squirrels,
flourishing their red tails, while a low blue snoke crept
over the ground, one could see how well the playful fire
climbed on to the bark of the trunks, twined itself
around the^, hidin-/ away somewhere; and then, behind it,
the . olaen ants came crawling, while the green lichen be-
came lirst gray then black* Eow the fire appeared again
from somewhere and began to gnaw at the rusty grass and
low shrubs, then hid again, and suddenly a viiole crowd
of quick red little beasts appeared scurrying and bustling
emonr the roots." ^'his description, taken from "The
Fra-Tnents", of Gorki's diary, shows hi poignant, thrilling
description. He shows his peculiar power to write of
the pleturescueness of landscape, which every Russian
writer learned from Gogol, as for example light had fallen.
Lull stars slone in the watery blue of the sky. fJhe fra£ment
of moon had disappeared, fbe low emaciated pine that Tew
close to us had become dark and reminded me 01 a monk."

a .
The story which "places Gorki among: the time
classics of lussian literature" is "Twenty-six lien and
a Girl". It is a tale of sordid realism, lifted and made
beautiful by a poetic power and faith in "beauty and nobility.
The twenty-six men in the story toil for sixteen hours a
day in an under/rround "bakery. A. youn^ girl comes every day
for "bread. She is the only li;ht and "beauty that comes into
their lives, -hey have such faith in her innocence and
goodness that they are willing to wa^r with a soldier who
boasts that he can seduce the girl, never dreaming that
the soldier it win the ./£., er. -..en he does they refuse
to see the .^irl a^ain. To them she represented all .oodneLS,
and when she has fallen there is no lonrer goodness and
beauty, only the sordidness of their daily routine,
.itaint and individual are the stoii^s, "Her Lover",
and "One Autumn liight". In the former a servant girl invents
a lover, then be^s a student to write her letters to him.
But it is all a tragedy of the lonely starved life of the
servant girl. Gorki concludes the story with this bit of
discussions "The fallen classes, we say, and who are the
fallen classes I should lihe to loiow? They are, first of
all, people with the same boned, fiesh and "blood and nerves
as ourselves. .e have been told this day after day for ngtBm
And we actually listen, and the devil only 1 nows how hideous
the whole thine is. Or are we completely depraved by the
loud sermonising of humanism? In reality we also are fallen
i4
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foll-s, and so far as I can see, very deeply fallen into the
abyss of self-sufficiency and the conviction of our own
superiority. But enough of this. It is all as old as the
hills, so old that it is a shame to speak of it, very old
indeed
—
yes, that's what it is!"
In Gorki realism is strongly mixed with romantici
His early reading of such imported literature as "The
Castle of Otranto" influenced the romantic temperament that
marks him a typical son of 'ussia. I think it was James
Gibbons Huneker who said of Gorki that he shook his fist at
God with one hand, and crossed himself with the other.
Bi different is the voice of Gorki, "the bitter",
the man sprung from the people, the embodiment of all the
accumulated '..rath and indignation of centuries of social
wrong and oppression, irom the gentlemanly tones of the
cultured artist TurgenevJ
His position aB the cJ ampion of culture rather
than as an active xorce in Bolshevism in 1S17 was not an
attractive one, but by maintaining a rather neutral round
he succeeded in doin- his country a distinct service,
"Everything that was done between 1918 and 1921 to save the
writers and other hi her intellectuals from starvation was
due to Gorki.... .His great place in modern ussian letters
is entirely due to his personal part in the salvaging of
Buiill civilization when it was in danger of oing down."*
*Ccnteni orary Russian Literature, Lirsky
,
.
p. 111.
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The healthy viror of Gorl^i contrasts startlin~ly
with the fU'fc oi his contemporary and friend, Andreev (1371-1919).
One of andreev ! s own pnrases expresses him,—"Amid the flowers
oi' a "beautiful earth they have erected a madhouse r . The
mist of horror is ever before Andreev's eyes* To him there
is no possibility or freedom for the individual; "Han T s
passions are the abysmal brute that lurlrs in the depths
of the human soul; thought is a dangerous weapon; all men
re slaves; walls sunound on every side; reli iou is c
questionable thing; God is a myth' : . "He who guards the
Lntrance spuaLs in the language of silence," says Andreev.
In this man we find an example oi the too suddenly av/alrened
intellectual, for "he lacked culture as much as he despised
it".* His mina grasped more than Ms reason could under-
stand. Yet we find in him a strange, shy beauty. He is
tender in his love Ox life and youth.
"Andreev proceeded from a scientific anosticism
and was a stranger to all mystical optimism—his was art all-
around and absolute j essimism, a pessimism oj. death as well
as Oo. life. It may be said, in short, that v/hile the
Symbolists jroceed from lostoevsky, Andreev proceeds from
Tolstoy, The negation of culture and the intense conscious-
ness oi the elemental realities oi life—death and sex—are
the essence of Tolstoyism, and reappear in the philosophy
of Andreev.**
*Contemporary hussian Literature, tlirsky, p. 131
**Contemporary Kussian Literature, i.irsfcy, p. 131.

I •
"T:m noll* § his rirst oetaji.;,oio ul story, lo
Uim story oi a wall that stands bet tool lor ore one t.'jO
un.* LxOv*L> uui;h Aui-ca t..eia bIu. M irx*oaii>tiblo iorcc« In
vein the;- tc^ to crush i% or climb over it* liut oa t hcj
perish in inc-. . cc ual o»«ort t the v>oil staidc solid and
silerr • It is not hard to tec Andrcev's necrJiv,* r 7he
Abyaa 5', ai^. nln the to,;" t deal tilth the brute iorce oi
dor ;e,salon ovc :^mentorin<^ pure and innocent human . »ein/re •
Cab af--}- 1*01*01:06 those two tclec u..oc] * t the c i rrrvn*ivc
re^lu.: p-ablio by their ultra*~rtnk treatment oX sex* Oi
ills sliorter stories rLa'iarus r is the most haunttor and
terribie. A man v<:,o hoc beet* for thwe da^a sjnl ni hto
in toe rvstsry death, returns, lie oannot tell -*ic.t he
hart seen, but he eyerte an influence Oi evil, Close til o
look Into his eyes see oonethinff there that maddens then*
be blasts hojs end beau'y* Two ;oum* lorere tryljv; to
ci.eer the .rim dark man call out to him to lau h with
then in their love* "And Insaruo lool « d at them, and
their iovc became mouraiul and ^loooj. hurled by £at]
leiio life*!oroot.. into eooh other*© arms, they mingled
I loots with te^rs, their joy with xain ana only succc<
in laall ilfti the more viviuly a mi so ol their sieve r;
to the client ncthln^* iarevei xttc , forever | arte*
they clashed li; c sinrfcs, and liie u\ ar«:r v/ont out tp
bounuleaa darkness* r ioaarua had discovered that Hi
e
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was a mockery, a jest, but a pitiful one, i inally
Augustus orders Lazarus 1 eyes to "be burnt out that the lire
of them mifht no longer parch and wither all they look
upon. In the end the blind man walks into the "swollen
crimson" of the sun never to return,
Andreev, more than any other ussian writer,
mates us conscious of the irresistible, compellin force
called Destiny. There is always present in his stories
the' tbead oi the Unknown. His characters are not real
persons, but are symbols, althou h Andreev is not a
Symbolist, I is ghastly story, "The Red Laufh", is a
mockery of the absurdity oi war* Lhakhnoski has said
that the influence of lidf-ar Allan loe is clearly seen in
Andreev's stories, .T:ut he seems to overtake loe, ano o
far beyond him when horror is the objective. He has emo-
tion and sympathy as well as the ability to construct
in lo ical and systematic style, "The Leven That ere
j ea*
••' transcends technique, II Ciffers from lis other
work in that it is not a bitter revolt against death, but
a tribute to the .evolutionists who were hanged* It is
written in a simple and direct style quite different from
indreev's usual rhetorical manner.
In his purely draiiatic work he reaches his
hi -best achievement. In "The life of Lan", "Anathema", and
"The Black Lasers" he uses a powerful symbolism.
I
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Andreev believed in nothing* Only horror and
madness were real. All society was based on lies, all
hope in a life to come v/as delusion. But in spite of his
policy of negation he stands as "the most representative
nan of a dark and tragic phase in the evolution of the
Intelli ~ent3ia, when, losing faith in its naive revolutionary
optimism, it suddenly found itself in the universal void
—
naked men, solitary and empty, on a meanin less earth under
a cold and empty sxy"«*
It is a decided relief, after Andreev, to come
to the healthy, normal sanity of Alexander Kuprin. Bern
in 1870, he attained the full dimity of authorship in 1910.
Nuprin, like his contemporaries, is a deci...o 1; un-
equal writer: he soars and he sinlie. Hit ran^e carries
him from the exquisite beauty of "The Garden of the I oly
Virgin" to the horror o*. "The lit". He is holy and he is
flat. A part of his philosophy is found in the closing
vords of hie novel "The Duel"; ile closes it with these
MrtLs: 'Ah, a time will come when there shall he no
Ion ;er slaves and masters; no maimed or cripples; no
slice, no vices, no pity, no hate. Men shall be Gods.
Low s.; .all I dare to deceive, insult or ill-treat another
man in .horn I sec and feel ny fellow, - r.o, HZ- <. \ l:cI,.
,
is a God? Then, and then onl;, , shall life be rich and
Beautiful. Our daily life siiall be a pleasurable tale,
^Contemporary Russian Literature, Lirsl:y t p. 139.
(
an enfranchised science, a wonderful music, cm ever-
lcstin;- nerrj-- ma. in -. Love, i'ree and sovereign, shall
: c Dine t:_e -orld's rcli ion. 1 "
"The Horse-Thieves" is a powerful story in v?hich
the mob madness of the devolution is handled superbly.
The characterization is remarkable. Ko greater contrast
could "be i'ound than that existing between "The Horse-
'x'nieves" and "The Garden of the Holy Virgin". Lacking
plot, this beautiful piece or literary art satisfies with
style
•
A beautirul anu vital love o. life permeates
Nuprin's work. He approaches the heroic. He tells with
freshness and clarity stories of love and adventure filled
with action and intri ue* lie admired Kipiirj g and Jack Lone on.
: is optimism presents a delightful contrast to the neuras-
thenic, pallid work of some of his contemporaries. •Tender-
ness, love Oj? children, love of nature, love of health, and
cleanness of mind and body; idealism that is practical;
belief in love that is pure and holy, and stronger than
death; faith in the power of good to conquer—these are
the characteristics of Kuprin T s r;enius. He comes li3-o a
clean cooi wind from the se:., flowing upon the fevered face
of ..ussian literature.
Gorki, in a spirit of revolt, cries out against
inactive es.-.iiuism, the will-less philosophy ox old Kussia,
and his cr^ is taken up by his contemporary, Artsylxashev.
fi
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As a moral anarchist he has no equal. He Tms a sufferer
from tuberculosis, as was Cheknov, tut .hile Chekhov
accepted his affliction with a passive sadness, irtsyhashev
cursed in terror and "bitterness the thing that was destroy-
ing him, The men in his stories destroy wantonly, v;ith
i antic strength. His women, contrary to the usual
Kussian conception, are weak and helpless.
Artsybashev is • onest and unafraid. He has a
burning contempt for convention and tradition. His greatest
character, "Sanin", expounds a philosophy altogether
J':ietzchean. Christianity is his foe because its teachings
are contrary to natural instincts, and anything that £*ets
"between r..:-.r anc: his desires must, accorcLin to Ait3ybashev,
"be destroyed, (.nlil'e Kuprin, lie has no Idealism; life is
never transcended; love is beastly and sensual; self-
assertion at any price is advocated, and the "cult of the
ilesh is lorified". Undoubtedly Artsybashev e:certed a
harmful influence, for he was widely rend in "ussia,
es- cci* ily by younr people, v/ho tool: his teachings very
seriously.
There are other writers of this later ,^roup f
such as Garshin, who 1 died in the early years of his promise,
and Bunin, who is a great literary artist best known lor
his novel "The Village". Lie best LDP— si ort stories are
"The JUevil's tefgft?*, "The Cup of life", "A Spring Evening",
and "A M.-jht Conversation' .

"The Symbolists Mil the pioneers of a new culture
which, though one-sided and imperfect, infinitely widened
arid enriched the Russian mind and made the Intelligentsia
at once more European and more national*"* "Russian bjm-
"bolism is a part of the general cultural upheaval which
changed the free of Russian civilization "between 1320 and
191C* It was at once an aesti etic and a mystical movement •"*
Edgar >illan Poe was the greatest single outside
influence in this movement* The Russians approached
mysticism in their s vmholic-; fcy n mj.3 in; it a philosophy*.
"They actually: saw the universe as a s;stem oi s.vmhols*
Lvei; thin/ \va. significant to them not "by itself only
,
cut
as the reilection oi something else*" 5*** In their poetry
the symbolists reached artistic attainment, writing verse
,: inferior only to the iirst golden f? e 01 lussian poetry
—
the a^e of Pushkin".*' 5** The philosophy of Eietzsche was
fincin- expression in the sublimation oi yell. "Anarchism
posed as seli-assertion" • ihe stu.y oi self, the introspec-
tive analysis of mind and states oi soul, produced a peculiar
literary lorrn. The aggressive strength of individualism was
not yet on its feet. The ego was awa} in
,
inspecting itself,
questioning. As a result we have a period in which shadows
move dimly in an uncertain li -ht, groping, searching, hut
never quite attaining.
Contemporary Russian Literature, I irsl-y , p.lC6
Contemporary Kussian Literature, Liirsl-y, p. 81
*** Contemporary Kussian Literature, liirsfcy, r*183
**** Contemporary R ussian Literature, Lirslry, p. 183.
(
Ihen a writer is in a fog of doubt and unbelief,
when the solid earth has £iven way "beneath his feet, when
he must jo down into the deep abyss, we find him ener /in;:
finally, if he succeeds in saving himselx, with a dearly
bought serenity , a far vision, an ultimate outlook J Such
is tM symbolism oi .^.u^ust otrindberg; such is, in part,
the s; mbolism of henrik Ibsen. But there is a less mi hty
form of symbolic writing, when symbols are used not as the
only possibl medium for the expression of a mystic soul,
but as a vehicle for the expression of be-elouded, half-
dreamed, inarticulate imaginings • Occasionally in the worlr
of the writers of the transitional period in Russia, we
find a touch of the hipiier symbolism, ai>proaching mysticism,
but these dreamere seldom get beyond the sta;:e oj mistiness.
As seers and mystics the?, are small of stature. They are
not romanticists, certainly, nor are the? true realists*
The period represented by the Symbolists is more
interesting than the writers themselves, without doubt the
men coming after this period received rreater literary
inspiration from it than did those who are called representa-
tives of it. Lhe growing complexity of life, the la^t con-
vulsive /rip of an archaic 1 olitical system, the overthrow
Oi the aristocrat and the new power vested in the intellectual,
professional, ana business man, found expression in a con-
vulsive state of termentation. She new forces boiled and
steamed, but the lid of the old order was held on by the
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chains of absolutism. But new wine was in the making and
mew bottles irmst be had. , The new bottles r;ere made, over
a new pattern, bj the Symbolists, a group unnoticed at
first, but later wielding a distinct influence. They never
alloyed theras.L-.-os to become a part of any other tou: , but
remained ..xwmym distinct.
-he en in t if .f.oup, of t'hom re odor Solor^tb is
most noteworthy, not only created but felt it their duty to
explain to the public ^ust wi.y their work was true art.
They did net allow themselves to become entangled in politics
or so;.i:l j r-obleas. ol In, in n7he Coul of the Russifi T ev-
olution", c:.. i ii.r l.o-v economic miser;/ of the masses, politico
chaos, biutaJity of Lussian reality is beyond their vision.
Lhey neither love nor teach the people. ?hm) do not reform*
Gogol the artist is close to their soul, but Go~ol the re-
former is n strrjiger to them, fihey worship lushfcin but do
not follow his love oi the jeople. lostoevslv is of all
more nearly loved by this school. It is not of the people
that they write, -hey find the peasant tail and uninterest-
ing as a study. £hey v/rite chiefly of the cultured for the
cultured. Vhey concern themselves with harrowing soul
strubles.
L:.ere is a peculiar lde'tllsm in their creed. I'e-
lievin<; that deeds and thoughts will perish the?; write of
fleetine amotion, believing that the idle dream, the way-
ward fancy will live. "Toetr; they say, n is internal
<
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music externally expressed in Vfegftfeual* words,"* They have
a strong religious belief which is very definitely Christian,
and their whole philosophy is ideal* kerezhkovoky, one of
the group, said. "Only faith in something infinite can in-
flame the human soul". And they denand that the soul be
free and unfettered. Human personality is supreme; man
i3 his o.rn law. He sees the light of the Unknown in his
o\m '.?ay. .:uman institutions are a checi on the soul*
-Le >, uboliats believeu t^at poetic inspiration
came from congregated life. IThey liv>-u in cities and wrote
about Lioscotf, Petersburg, the Latin quarter of laris, a
lodging house in Venice, but never of icussian village life.
:ae writers were euueated men. having an extensive
• iij'-vled e Ci pilose. h; aui bistery* Sfcftj tMI—fl the in-
fluence ox i.ietzsche, of Laeterlinek, ana ox Ibsen, hut
of all the xorei n influences that of loe is most marked.
i'he symbolists have been accused 01 decadence,
and Justly 30. In theii early vvoik especially. there was
too much or beauty for beaut;, T s sale. In their later work
they are characterized by a more earnest j.urpose. In 1895
a critical review of "Our Symbolists" showed the attitude
Russia had adopted toward her new literary fledglin •
: ikhayiovsky. the critic, said in 1895, "It is my belief
that if the gentlemen under discussion are maniacs and
lunatics they are not genuine ones, but imrostcrs".
:
'
. _t .
r
lerhaps no Russian writer has excited so much
argumentative discussion as i'eodor ijolojub* He has shown
ability as poet, dramatist, novelist, and short story writer*
He is undoubtedly the most interesting or" the Symbolic Lchool.
Mi comes *rom the lower rants oi hussian society* his
I'u^xi- .;c ~. .shoemaker and hi a mother t lciuLluc scrtd.t.
lie was given a fairly £oou education, and lor a time he
taught school. Lu the runes receiver xrom his first novel,
"Ledki lies", he launched himself on a literary career* "It
is not ror the literary historian, "but rather for the specially
trained psychoanalyst, to stuey- fcolojub's writings in detail.
Leli ht la cruelty, and in the humiliation of beauty"* are
two of his distinguishing leatures.
bologub is a dreamer whose dreams are some . imes
uglier than reality* He worships beauty in the midst oi*
the odor or decay. "He craves i'ull-flooded lusty lif?*
Yet always behind the face oi' youth he sees the grimace of
a wrini l~d hag. lie lon~:s ror pure love, yet his love is
always earth-fcounu; innocent joy degenerates into hideous
sensuality bolOeOib is a realist who passes all too
easily from realism to demonism*
A* j* Gornfeld says or oolo^ub, "Bein^; complicated
he is uniform; Icii. cicely realistic he is an idealist;
Lain ; tortuous he is simple; be in..; intclli ioie he it; rail
of riddles* He is j itiiul and formic:, lie; he says the truth
when he is jesting*"
* Contemporary .ussian Literature, lirsky, p* 197
** 01 in, p. 186
(
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John Cournos, an able translator of Solo^ub's
work, i ives us a different point of vie;?. "In studying
his work' :
,
says Cournos, "one finds that ho has both
realism and fantasy* ^ut while he is sometimes wholly
realistic, he is seldom wholly fantastic* Lis fantasy
has always its ioondations in reality* His realism is
as £ray as that of Chekhov 9 whose lo leal successor he
has been acclaimed by Russian criticism* ..'ere Toe a
Russian, he Eiirht have written as bolou-b vrrites.
Throughout his work solorub reiterates his affection for
children and the childlike* ..iAen lie loves or pities an
older jerson lie endows him with childlike attributes*
Here again Chekhov and ^olo ,ub meet, iovinr the un-
practical people because they are usually more lovable
personalities. " leather than liave them . row up and b. come
unlovable, uolo -ub makes some of his children die JUI||
In one 01 his stories haj,echka, a sweet cil.., l.im. , '..i-.t
, itya, a boy ',hi liked Iter, muses upon her death in this
fashion: "had Kayeehka lived to grow up, shi Right have
become a housemaid like Larya, pomaded her hair, and
squinted her cunning ej>es*''
In his sory "lint and bhadows," which is a
powerful and terrible story of a child who went mad
making shadows on the v.alls, the author is undoubtedly
attacking the educational system which crams the mind and
r
starves the imagination, ihe sensitive and imaginative
child in the story shows the reaction 01 such a system,
-he end of the strry is representative or -olo^ub's style*
"It lfl evening. A lighted lamp stood on the
floor in Valodya's room. Just behind it t near the wall,
sat Volodya .ind his mother, '*hey orre loolcin^ &t the wall
\n6. *?ere laaMnsr strange movements with' their hands*
"Shadows stirred and trembled u; on the wall.
"Yolodya and his mother understood them. Both
were smiling sadly ana. were saying weird and impossible
thin.^s to each other. Their races were peaceful and their
e; ea looked clear; their ^oyousness was hopelessly sorrow*-
ful and their sorrow was wildly joyous.
"In their eyes was a ^limner ox madness, blessed
madner s.
"£he Right was descending upon them."
"Hide and Seek" resembles this store in theme.
In it a mother and daughter play at hide and seek until
the same becomes an obsession Mdth the child. She grows
frail and dies. Che mother, leelin^ that she was respon-
sible for the tragedy, goes mad.
Perhaps the most delightful of Solonib's stories
is "The Hoop" t It is a verj simple tale cr an old man who
has never Inown a childhood, seeing a boy isolling a hoop
t
he decides that, he, too, wj.il roll' a hoop. He finds
an old, rusfy one, and after fearful douots f~oes
c
to a ^lade outside the 1 o.n, "There v/as neither dust
nor din here, and the gentle exouisite morning mist lay
behind the trees. The old feet glided over the dry leaves
and stumbled .;oroos the old gnarled roots. 1'he old man
broke off a dry limb and hun^ his hoop upon it.
"He came upon an openin
: , lull of JUtyllght and of
calm. Ihc dcwdrops, countless and opalesuent, gleamed
uj on the ~reen blades of nearly-nown jrass.
Suddenly the old man let the hoop slide oil the
stick. He struch vdth the stick and sent the hoop rolling
across the lawn. 2he old nan laujheo, brightened at ence,
r.nd /ursueu the ho like that little boy. Pie kicked up
hit feet and drove the ho>p vdth his ctic-3 t "/hieh he
flourished high ovei his hea<3, Just as that little toy
did. It seemed to him that he oac email, beloved, and
happy* M seeme<": to him that he was bciu lookco after
by his mother, who was following close behind end smiling,
like a child on his lirst outin , he felt refreshed on the
bright frass, and on the still menses.
"His goat-like, dust-gra; beard, that hcrmorized
v.ith his sfillov face, trembled while his cou;h mingled
with bis lau hter, tnd raucous sounds cenie from his tooth-
less mouth. The story eccs in this v;ay,
—
"Dying in the factory hospital among strangers,
indifferent people, he smiled serenely.
"His memories soothed him. lie, too, had been a
ir
child; he too, had laughed and sosmpersd across the creen
grass, among the darfc trees* hie beloved mother' had fol-
lowed him wi th her eyes. 1 '
p2*hc Search" i£- a ps^cholo leal &tuc; 01 i boj's
mind. "The hite kother' is also a child stuc.^. One oi
the most fascinating of eclO£.ub T s stories is n?he unile n #
It is a tender, true stndj of an over-sensitive boy and
his pitiful smiling attempt at poise and courage* r 5?he
hits - og" is a terrible story 91 psychological su^estion*
A womrn is called a dog and it preys on her mind until
she "begins to believe that she is a 6 og, She is shot
bayinr at the mcon» r !?he discharge of a rifle sounded in
the night air, i'he $og gave a groan, jumped upon its
hind legs, became a naked woman, who, her body covered
with blood, starte^ to run, all the while £ro<,,nin£; and
wee wing, *he two men (who xired the shot), threw them-
selves on the cra*i8 and be, . n o lioai- in .-Hi. terror,
... ether or not we liJ:e all that eclo^ub stancs
for in the new literary movement , we have- to admit that
there are Jew writers "so subtle, so insinuating, and
so seductive in their power to make the reader think;
few writers vhs :_:ive so great a stimulus to the imagina-
tion. n r In general 3olo (rub , s prose is beautiful; limpid,
clear, balanced, poetical, but with a keen sense of measure.
*Contemporary Russian Literature, Llirsly, p, 20

His mind turned away from the turmoil of national
life, a lamassirn aloofness is expressed "by this man.
From remote places oi the spirit he declares, "I take a
piece oi life, coarse anc. poor, and create a wweet legend,
because I am a poet. Keraain stagnating thou dull common-
• lc.ce life, oj r:. e with a furious fire; over Thee, Life,
I, the poet, Y/ill erect the ereatec. legend oi ell that
is charming and beautiful. " 3y the "beauty and ma^ic of
words he created an atmosphere peculiarly his own.
It is necessary, Just here, to speak of the
changes that Russia was undar^oin^ politically.
i'he Luna ana the -iaperor had been at cross
woses .iter 19G6 t . Both, however, presented pro ..-rams
..or improving the conditions of the peasant, otate end
Cro'.vn lands wore sold to the peasantry at reasonable
prices, ana credit was oxfered tnem. A systematic emi-
gration for the settlement of Liberia was arran^ec . thm
government, fearing the power of the Luma, wished to
abolish it, but dared not because of the possibility of a
financial crisi3 if such drastic measures were ta]:en.
Stoiypin, the drivinj force in the government, opposed
revolution, and ur^ed le^lity in de 11 n; with public
affairs. He assured the people that the government had
"parted company forever with the old police s;. stem of
aeninistration."*
* Russia and reform, lares, p. 563

i'he voice of the people was hushed , and revolu-
tionary outbreaks continued. Stoly^in tried to suppress
them but the severe sentences of the court-martial,
which was established all over ussia, only fed the iire3
of rebellion. A sum of money voted bj the - uma for the
relief oj. f sJ^ine-strie3ren peasants .vas misappropriated,
and sullen disapproval of the ^overmaent srev/. In 1^11
Stolypin was assassinated.
A new National Liberalism spread anions the
In~:'lli >.:;t ia .vliich created a spirit of patriotism in
1S14, and did much to advance the cause of the ..hite .*rmy
in 1013.
The devolution of lvi7
.
_u in ^ ua , e of en-
thusiasm, but soon lost its opticiistic out-looi:, and be-
came darMy pessimistic, "lilany intellectuals .vho had
MthiL in common with the atheistic optimism of Lenin
welcomed his "evolution in a spirit of ecstatic suici_e.
Q.hey hoped and believed that the old bourgeois vcxtld that
had so ineffectively heaped up its mound oi' culture v?ould
be destroyed, and that a new mankind would be born to a
new life on a new and naJred earth. They believed that the
destruction of materiel wealth, of political and economic
greatness, rave more freedom to the spirit, and that the
coninj a e vould be a rreat are oi spiritu 1 culture.....
Tills ioelinj oTew arid spread during the .vorst ;vears of
hunger, destruction, and terror.
"
v
* Contemporary :.ussian Literature, Kl*akjrt p. 242.
(
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The Bolshevifci held, with Marx, that no theory of capitalism
can stand, "ut when they tried to pui the thcor;, into
practice they met with unexpected difficulties. y ?o
dispossess the aristocrat and the oourjecis and divide
their joods WAgg the poor was simple e^ou ^ii. But men
cannot live on oifice desls or l.ui ire furniture, nor even,
In days of chaos, on diamonds or -ol'. e s. li. ;radually
the Bolsheviks began to put pressure on the peasants they
were rudely disillusioned. £o .put the matter blunt 1;. , the
hUG3ian peasant, with so rev.' exceptions as to u:\le no natter
did not cere a whoop about the f-olshevih devolution* After
centuries of virtu 1 : lt-ver, he .vat his own "boss owning
his ov/n i. ... 1] the stunner ox" lvlS, therefore, a counter-
revolution was in X..11 swing.. ••••and it was the Jeasant
Tarty par excellence who led the wave of reaction. * T *
Un&er Bolshevik rule i-usfia had begun a new system
of culture throurh the army, iLaltin.. it a great school.
Lenin c.lled Russia's existing culture "semi-Asiatic crudity
and rrop03ed education not for life bat ox life, "elision
presented s ;reat problem* The Tsar and God had been so
closely united in the minds of the Russian peasantry that,
to themt when the Tsar passed God also passed. £he Cihireh,
however, uue to the instinctive loyalty of the. people, did
not fall. The appoint in , wji iihof as . atriarch had filled
the breach left b;»- tie i . cv.i v.-od 1 e natural representa-
tive, the fisar«
Walter huranty in Current history, November, 19£f
V
3 I,
athiilM was still confined to the intellectuals,
not haying as yet penetrated to the u-c.^setu .elision, to
the Bolohcviki, was a narcotic, keeping the people quiot and
submissive. It was the policy oi uho ..iolsheviki to at It the
people up, la make then aet t no. dream; worlr, not pra;/.
Eeli ion way no longer t.au . in the schools Mid the ~i^le
was banned xrou liorariw,
•
The £omine oi l„2i £^ve the Bolshevik! their
oppor fcuni ty • j-lie^,' siezed churon i. 'easures, inoc)cou the
Patriarch, and made an attack upon Orthodoxy from within.
They were not merely iconoclasts, iheir parpoL s to
insist upon the divinity oi" human rights. In e.n eiioit
to ap2;ease one hundred an^ twenty millions ox r eeple L -.€•;-
offered food and land ano. a chance to become and ino ividual.
-hat the i easaxts resentea such an effort in their "behalf
is not strange., had Lenin lived perhaps the flan could
iu-ve been carried through with less disastrous results,
however, "during 1923-24 the tfolshevilri accomplished
miracles, -^ey set their shattered earcac, rirulv oa a
gold basis, 'ihey cemented their alliance with their
worker supporters. ...... ...e; consolidated the &lvers
units oi the old Jzarist Umpire into a union welded i olid
by full-disciplined aethers oi their organization in dl
the key positions. ••• .'j hey set their factories and their
commerce working. And they put hussia back before the orld,
<
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not as a madhouse oX pestilei.ru ianav/icag cut as a ^reat
and ;ro ing power, j oui:^ f vigorous arid etrer, v;ith a new
ai_u potent ideolo.:^' to appeal nlrlatf | and with devotees
in ever} xai.a^.f Controversy within the Communist iarty
itLtlx is without dou'ot due to the loss oi' their leaaer.
with i'rotsky and the other Opposition leaders opposing
otalin tM the administration oi* the Communist :arty, the
interests oi l.ussia are not considered so clearly as they
were toy Lenin, out nevertheless Russia has "been making
constant economic progress*
In the literature ox" this new Russia the names of
i^siajtovs3cy and Blok are important, i'aiafcovsky wished to
break entirely with the literature ot the gft s t • He is a
politician, ana politics males u± the bull oi his writing*
"HiLi poetrj is intended ror the street and the mot, coarse,
quite xoreign to refinement and despising wracexulness,
a loud ana primitive drum. '•'• :,l7: il-cro ere poets appearing
i'roa the raiOis cX the peasants t .jiving promise oi a rich
contribution to Russia's literature.
ii«Leonov f a young writer who is show-in musual
promise, hat: the .;iit 01 writing short stories wnlcfi promise
to make him knows outside ox' ->ussi ?• his novel "The haulers"
Is a tale cX the peasant revolt against the Bolsheviki.
"2he oheerxul and assured tone o.:. his novel conveys the mood
Walter luranty, in "Current history
"
t liovemoer, 1927
''"liarc Lllonim, Current History, lovemter, 1927
c<
(
1of that fPtat multitude of peasants wi.o "believe in their
strength ana in their futiae. . • . • .It maintains throughout
a strong and cheerful tonet the tone of til recent literary
production* It wovl, It x'uvile to look for thr mensianisn
or oystieism oi' the first period oi' the. devolution or for
tine areaair.ee l lx ; se-.a.-j - L.sBit.ii prose g for -./l-at ve find
is virility, a tendency to loot at actual life earnestly
and frfifrtrljTj a renunciation of illusions and a i lving to
create which is felt "by the jkcIo of jownc lussia. In this
respect Russian literaiui-e, as ii has oftv.n c. ,:'o,
ma,/ now "be forcastinrj the _r<.edon which does not exist
under present A.olixicul conditions, r.t the cu,<: ' .*:/;:. the
scjiity and strength in the nev; literature are not only
a
c
uarart(ie oi ti*e future cultural dSYelOpisent hut 01
::ussi . itself* xht : ro rcBS of Russian art and science in
uhe terrihj^ „eaxb Oj. revolution inu.ica.tes the inoimous
vitality ox the *« ssian nation and &ives ri&e to hope for
I happy solution of the present crisis, Justifying at the
sa.ue iiuio tfcf words wnich fifty jears auU v.cre uttered "by
'iurgenev, ..ith regard to the progress of husaian literature
"It cannot he that such a lan^ua^e was not
.
iven to a great
people."*
The ..ussian governmental sjqpsriaents , .ussim
literature, ana the i-ussian people l^euiselves present
interesting studios when compared with other nationalities.
Tttarc olonim in Current History, November, l.L r<
(
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Hm hussian as an individual compares favorably with other
L*0a and Lis achievement in art, music, and drama is
vx.ic.ue. In the field of the novel and short story he is
a dictator.
D analysis of the Ktog&lsll and ^ussian story would
emphasize anew the fs* I ttuit the national lite colors and
shapes the literary lire or a people*
lerhaps no civilisation seems so poised, so
Berere, when contrasted with Russia 1 s stormy existence, cs
that ox Kto^Uttft* vertainly she has had her internal and
external stiife, but she has always "boasted an established
order that 1. .ssia has never known. Ihis serenity xinds
egression in the literature ox ^ngland.
hunyard Kipling a representative iaiclish short
story writer, jjoaacuscv,, ejardless ox the xact t*.at he
1_'_ >.-. x'Ox ii» x^o.ia, the traits ox s con-
ventional .-n^li^hman. . .vex. the ani&flt; in his ^unrle have
an hn^fUsh out-lcok on life, "his SStilSSt beasta are models
of Lnr:lish efxi;. iency * r *.illiaia Lyon Phelps has said,
"I ..onder what Kipling thinks of the men and women in
Lostoeveky's novels." Certainly these neurotic creatures
wo Id not appeal to a man of power* ior Kipling is a master
of events, hindly, stron , ntver reuellious, dignified,
sincere and able to laugh* Ee is a journalist, possessing
keen imagination and a capacity for romance. " ithout
Benefit of Clexvy" is a beautiful story, touchin- deer
1
1- .
places, "but in it there a sort ox pleasurable lain, a
sweet sadness, ..iter little Lota's death
#
Ameers rrx l.olden,
sitting on the roof, with, the southern ni^ht slrj ahovc them,
art drawn close by their loss* u -e be two v/ho were three*
?he greater need therefore that we 1m one«' r ."he picture
is sad, hut never tragic. ft—tra * rr death is onl^ sorrowful*
;j.pling mourns in loi^; graceful sentences, never in the
8i-ac-c£<.to ci; Cj. i^ui Sxi • Amecra s no ohcr sat spini
in the lower vertiie, and the wooden (_.ate was shut and
barre. • The music of a marriage procession came to the
re of above the ^eutlfc hum of the cii^/, and a strii\j, 01
flyiiijj-fo^es croasea the lace of the low moon*'
^n^lish sadness, the . ad^ess 01 George Lliot,
.ococieii a "rollieldLn^ ecmedy compared with the awful
shadow cast hy the literature of the olavs t: **
The franch novel and story have long held a place
of securi.y and respect in hussia* and the influence of
yreneh writers can toe traced eleax*iy in hussian literature*
But there is a vast difference betneen the Russians and
the French, a atriklBg difference in temperament that £oes
far to\/ard explaining their literature. The hussians are
deadlj serious, the Zarisiaaa are deadly gay J The French-
man disposes ol literature that is poisonous, suc^siivc,
and demoralising with " shrug of his shoulders* hut the
i.usaian tar.es it serious!;/, aiid hie passionate, impulsive
* iissa^s on xaissian Novelists, If111« L;;on Phelrs, 3 *3G

temperament reacts dangerously • Loubtless the careless
dissemination of _ reach novels, 01' the worst t, pe, aaong
the 3 outhful fading public of Russia did much to make
Russian aristocratic society 'the most corrupt in the
world. 1
Critics, llllljj, them iolstoy , Lave often compared
Chekhov to the trench master, Guy de Maapasaant^ ^ut the
resemblance is hard to rind.. eii-aupaEsani holds a supreme
position as a snort story writer; so does Chekhov. But
"th^. ehill w nd that blows from the atmosphere created by
the I renchman 1 oL ective artistry is by the ,-ussian co-
min^led v/ith the warin breath oi a great human sympathy."
nfe aupa.ssa.it never tells hero his sympu lie, and
you do not know* You only £uess. Neither does Chekhov
tell you .'here his syoipatnles lie, but ;,ou know without
-tie ssin • Chekhov is as objective in hit art as is de
Maupassant. He never obtrudes his personality but you
know that he is always preseut, always at Lan^ • It is a
delicate and subtle art by which he males one feel that
nearness or himself* ror all his objeetivencss he defies
cold analysis.
:
' WO Little SolAlOrS" U . I -i
:
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the simplicity of Chekhov's at;. le and the deftness or hie
touch, ^ut in such stories as "i'he xarse QtM" and
"liademoisoile 71X1% one discovers the objective quality

most typical oX de Eaupassant. Lis is a sup ere tech] . :~e,
proving.* him a linisi.ed artist, .out. somciio.es or.fi. oocs to.c
trie! el' the traa.e in Lis art. 'ihe -ussiar.s iiiov; bo trie2:3.
^ .e French are sieve: ,
ciui.iSii;\ • *-ut tiie --lav la. . c Lit task o*. ti cut ion. -
spirit that ennobles Lis el'iort. "Before the supreme
iunction 01 literature, the -tussian -.ritcr b tax.a s av„cd and
humble*. • i.e In^s Lc cannot cover uj poverty of ti_oo.lt,
overt} 01 spiiiu ana lack oi sincerity bj rLetcric-.l
tricks ana verbtil cleverness
.
r
'xhe Russians Lave a cos-
mopolitan character. !_hey are not cciieerixu ever little
things. Vhey are not prejudiced.
r
r-.en, too, the ..reneh are a romantic people v/ith
a romance that oi'tcn runs into BUt taentallty« -l-.;/ cer»
either 1'rom joy or ;a'iei' t too oasi Ly« Lot co oho Lussian.
fcis misery {-'oes below the depth oi* to3rs, his joy soar3
above the lit Ox tears, 'ihe truly iiussian writer is never
just a romanticist. lire is too real 1'or Lim.
The i'rench writer is concerned chiefly with
situations, the Russian with eh raster, ano. as easily as
the u'renchman reels oil' rlot, oho uussiun unfoldti ;._.,_roeter.
ihe best writers oi Russia concerned themselves chiefly
with one class, the one they linen tec/.; Tolstoi orii I...;, of
the peasants, Corki oi the out-cast oi' the streets, KmprlB
oi the solders. i__ere Is unconscious movement of cuarecter

Ill
through the situations. ..hile in the hands of the Trench
writer the characters move i/ith spontaneity, £,race, and
alertness, there is sometimes a consciousness ox' the
mechanics or the movement. She music Of the situation
ma* ^ iut ti: *j -ox- the ,-:.;:racici... In ..:-.ocuu. i^io -i jn ..he
characters l>ovc in rhy»hm to the melody of Life, a melody
almost glv/ays played in a minor 2:ey. no one directs the
proce s^/ Lipnon^ ox nussxan xxccr&Eurc mixces xt oe one
hadowy conuac-oi calico, .ate.
The national I one 01 tin. Russian short sto:-,
Qc.. cs it o. a g 1 ul^ a j—: * apart* because tno element
of horror occupies such a prominent place in their literary
work, it has "been suggested that the. Russians are Bach
li-.c tut meiican hox'^oi'^sp^ecialist
,
^>d^ar Allan ?oe.
It is quite j ussible ihat the Russians resemble the rerl
loe much more than - oe the master or form, ior we must
remember that by nature loe \:£t a ^oet. Literature to
him was poetry, and poetry nas not a pursuit hut a
passion.
'
: however, the material man had to live, and be-
et-use poetry "/riling. \:z. l not a proxite 1 le business, Ice
turned to prose for his bread and selt. The Loffmenn type
of story was popular qr4 foe folloted the lead of public
taste*. Vic studied the I- ranch and the German types, taxing
tb-e sa::-.e r.tcrial -hat I-tox'fJucinn treated vitu "lawless
creative
.
etiius" and develop in r * it with a deliberate art
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that in its field, 1b well-ni^n perfect* Bttt . oe was a
scientist, not a roi^anticist. lie workec coldly for effect,
using novelty, variety t rule Buoff re; son, "but no passion.
He wrote to create an impression, Lis characters are
neither real no r true. .me} onl^ serve Kir purse-Be «
Contrast the cold analysis oi such a story as rLi£.oia ,:
with Andreev'a "Lazarus" aiid you find the essential difference
between two writers who seem, oil the surface, to have
many joints in common*
The Russians £.re not conscious o.' their rrt as
such, io them truth is art, and fcra1 16] i • . '_ oi the
fullness Ox their hearts their mouths s^eal:. Eo so v.-ith Toe!
Out oi the cleverness of his brain he \.i d\i " ' . c:?ctor
of atmosphere _oe is a master, cut we are conscious of his
creating nanc ith the Russians the atmosphere is there;
they only reproduce it. rihej do nut strive consciously to
ive an effect oi horror, as did loe Ul'Brenl cc"
•
Ihen too, loe's people to not talk as real people.
'/:.ey are creatures under the keen senttfjg of his scientific
eye, artificial puppets, marchis.;; -;ith precision and er-
ciilent form.
If Andreev had possessed the studied technique of
loe he mi ht xiave built more dramatically, more slrilliully.
3ut on the other hand he Eai.j&t, in the study of form,
have lost soinetl iL - of the depth and -ower of his crertive
genius.
sI
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Ioe, the master of short story form, ave to it
no spirit, .ritiij.? in a country that was new, vital,
charged with possibilities, he ^ave to the world nothing
that was American, nothii.fr national. Hoy.' different ai e
t: e ussians. ver; line oi their stories is Russian,
ever: character and setting, all the philosophy and at-
mosphere. Go£Ol, Tur^enev, Tolstoy, Chefchov, Tostoevslcy,
Zuirin, ^orki, Andreev, all have written Russian his ory,
social and political, for they have written from the hearts
of their countrymen. They have starved in prisons "because
they wrote the truth, because they dared to esq ose a
c.eeayed social s. stem to the eyes oi the world. l ow small
„
; er.rc oc's ineei.-? ivc ; 1 e v.-ho colci; , in 1:0 ye o, xiL-.ix.icl
success, rote of the mechanics *f horror, the clap-trap,
outv/ard semblances, but missed the spirit entirely. Great
in "constructive art" he rails far below Andreev in his
"passion ioi abstract thought", for Andreev is a psychologist,
a realist, and a poet, lie knew no artificial methods.
If Poe the j oet had not been saeriiiced to Joe
the technician, the short story would have lost its master
craftsman, but Poe mi^ht be a name as dear to the American
heart as Gogol is dear to the Russian.
The self-assertive quality that is so toxical of
Americans makes it difficult for them to understand the
sensitiveness and humility of the Russian temperament*
f
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To them it appears as "a paralysis of the power of will".
The Kussians are subjective where American writers are
objective. "A i ussiari author is I ore ardent1; cevotet to
a cause than an American short story r/riter to a plot".
The ussians ta^e literature perhaps more seriously than
any other nation, 5.hey do not write to live, they live
to write!
"Kussian literature and American literature are
twine, for althou h i ucsian history roes bad to the ninth
century her literature as far as it interests the world,
levins in the nineteenth. : ut American literatuj-e rounds,
in its early years, lil-e chilci ill t lift to tall and than
ijin£; its elders; r.ussian literature is the voice of a
t iaiit t waxing from a lonr sleep, p.nc becominr articulate.
It is a» • . oa h. the world had watched this icrff. (;.-.
slu&cer xot a loii£ time v/ondering what he would say when
he awaiened. And what he said has been well worth tr<s
thousand years of waiting."*
William L^on Phelps seiC in 1^.17, "J-'artly ov/in;;
to the w9r, partly owirK to the reaction that folio I a
surprise, there is some danger that the former An^lo-Saxon
indifference to Kussian fiction will change into an almost
equally stupid idolatry* novel, or story t is not- rce r t
simply because it is written in the Russian lanruare, nor
because its author has a name difficult to pronounce.
*iiSBays on Russian Novelists, William Lyon Ihelps, p.2
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I slavish adoration of Russian v/ritin is not in itself an
indication of critical intelligence. tjm pxeatest of luissi
fiction is Teat not "because it is superhuman, or inhuman,
but "because it is poignantly human.
"Ti e modern : ussir.n writers can be just ss sensa-
tional, just as cheap, just as dull as if they had been
"born in America. It should be the task of the translators
not to hurry anything and everything Russian throu h the
press, tout to exercise the happy talent 01 selection and
discrimination, i.or should there be any exploiting of
mere horror or sensuality* A pessimist is not necessarily
a proj.o tat thinker, nor is uncletinness in itseli a si n
of virility* Emerson and Browning had at once more depth
and force than ^rtsybashev.
"
Any criticism 01 Russian literature is in danger
of bein- superficial. e must know the depths from which
he wrote i, r^rki's "Lower Eepths" does not disgust us.
Viewer in the cold li ht of analysis, without its natural
"bacl ground of truth, it is a sordid thin-. ut with a
kno'- fled-~e of the author, his country and his time it be-
comes a revelation*
Ii "beauty is truth, truth beauty", then much of
the ugliness and horror of Kussian iiction is illuminated
by the white li /ht of that beauty* After a performance of
Ibsen's "Ghosts" the early plays of Sir Arthur linero
are flat* Just as Ibsen set a ne standard of truth xor

drama, so the Slavs have, by t.heir honesty, shamed the
rapid triflers-'vith-trut,}- '-'ho r-rite »1 ories for some of
our current na/razir.er. Russian literary art ii never content
rrith half-truths or external aspects of^ life only. The
artist feels it Ms duly to see lor ana beyond the average
mind. lie believes tl at ' truth in art is the unity oi' a
thin£ with itself— the outrard rendered expressive oi* the
inv.trd; tht roul made iLcarnate; the bodj instinct with
spirit."* The ussians are realists v.l: o see]; reality.
These ?/riters, t.hether the £reat masters or their
disciples, have teen sincere in their treatment cf humankind
Their people are not just personalities, but arc 1 .'.'.in;;;
and enduring types, -liey used discrimi-iation end selection
in the choosing oi their characters, but always ""behind the
individual man is humanity and the vision of humanity 1'.**
They not only observe life, they seek to value it also.
If they sometimes fail into nature Horn and fc.il to observe
that "reality is not a matter of .acts, but a matter of
artistic conception"!* we can forgive them because of the
earnestness of their purpose.
As tl.eir rift to the constructive literary life
of todaj we may class as highest, even beyond their splendid
naturalness, the lorifiea vision of art which the ./ussians,
more than any other nationality , i*ave conceivea and fostered.
Modern x)rama in Europe, otoimi Jameson
Liodei-n u x is in -..urepe, Jameson, j..bbO
***ilodern Drama in Liuroie, Jameson, p. 24-6.
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In their literature, their theatres, their music, art is
the eimobler of life. Life itself may be mean and crijpled
and warped, but art can transcend, beautify through truth,
'when the art is never hi -her than the materials with which
it works, the result is a poor-spirited, unreal traves J ;:
of humanity. An idealist who is not an artist may see the
virion, but it requires the artistic execution of a
Chekhov to lift what was purely Russian to what was truly
Kussiaii.
But we find their neatest constructive v/erhncss
in the limitations of the creative artist to believe and
to have faith.
Metzsche, holding his place as roet and reformer,
rather than as a constructive ..hilosorher, stimulated to
expression in Ibsen and ^triiidber
:
'- a quality which the
Russians had as a national and term eramentrl herita e; a
spirit of revolt against smugness, against limitations,
ugliness and sloth; a desire for truth, thou;h that truth
crush with its weight the soul that sought for it.
-al \/ith the cliGciple: of I ietzsche self concucred.
Lile, fate, destiny moved aside when the revolt in-, warll
i
self, made attack, fhll barbaric cry of the superman
,
proceeding from a German soul, had in it the lustj' vi or,
the self-assertiveness of that nation. fhs same cry of
revolt was heard in Russia, but it died out in a wail of
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hopelessness, of deieat. Either it was a weak thing "born
of a doomed-to-despair people, or it saw more clearly than
did the short-sighted German the inevitability of man's &e-
feet in a tattle with ate. The Kussians admitted a power
stronger than self, and bowed too reac.il}.. tc it. Fietsche
neither reco^iised r.or bor/ed.
One of the ,~rcat needs of the Hussion literary
world is a super-abundant vitality; artistic vits&ity that
can save ao well as solve! Too often distrust of life
throttles their creative spirit and the vision which ,?ave
+Rem courare at the start, fades and -rows dimt Another
imperative need of Russia is pe ace—economic, social and
politic;! reace out of which her writers may ape a}: of the
past, and oi* their visions of the future, and be hoard.
jufi'erinj; has always been the corner-stone of
nussian literature, as it is of Russian life. "Suffering
is the heritage of their race''* HoveTer, through all their
stormy history they have preserved a remarkably distinct
national character, and it is thir solidarity , this strong
sense of unity, that gives promise of a -^reat future
for the Russian leople.
iiadson, in 1383 expressed this Rope for his be-
loved country:
"My frienu, my brother, weary, suffering brother,
Whoever thou may's! be, let not tny spirit Rail;
Let evil ana injustice rei^n with sway supreat
O'er <11 the tear—washed earth.
Let the sacred ideal be abatteied and dishonored;
Let innocent blooo flow in stream
—
Believe me, there coMteth a time ..hen Baal shall perish,
And love shall return to earth.
\
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